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I. INTRODUCTION

This report sets forth recommendations of the District of Columbia Bar Rules of Professional Conduct Review Committee (“Rules Review Committee” or “Committee”) on proposed amendments to the District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct (“D.C. Rules”). Specifically, the report recommends amendments to the Rules and/or Comments of seven D.C. Rules: 1.1 (Competence), 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information), 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor), 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Persons), 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants), 8.4 (Misconduct) and 9.1 (Nondiscrimination).

In establishing the Rules Review Committee as a standing Bar committee in 1994, the Board of Governors charged it with responsibility for the on-going review of the D.C. Rules. On its own initiative, or upon request by the Board, by members of the Bar, or by the public, the Rules Review Committee examines a particular rule or rules and may make recommendations for changes to the Board of Governors. The Board, in turn, may then recommend changes to the District of Columbia Court of Appeals (the “Court”), which promulgates the D.C. Rules. The Rules Review Committee also regularly reviews changes made to the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct.¹

This report reflects the Committee’s undertakings following amendments to the ABA Model Rules in 2012, 2013 and 2016, as well as in response to a specific request from the D.C. Court of Appeals and to a 2015 disciplinary decision affecting the language and interpretation of a Comment to an existing rule.

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS

A. ABA Ethics 20/20 Review

In 2012 and 2013 the ABA House of Delegates adopted changes to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct on recommendations from the ABA Ethics 20/20 Commission. The 20/20 Commission was charged with reviewing the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct in the context of advances in technology and global legal practice developments. In January 2013, the Rules Review Committee formed four subcommittees to review all of the amendments to the ABA Model Rules resulting from the ABA Ethics 20/20 Commission recommendations,² and to consider whether the D.C. Rules should be amended in light of those changes.³ The four

---

¹The ABA Model Rules provide national model standards of professional ethics but are not binding upon any jurisdiction absent formal adoption.

²In August 2012, the ABA House of Delegates approved a number of the ABA Ethics 20/20 Commission’s recommended amendments to the ABA Model Rules. A handful of additional Commission recommendations were approved by the ABA House of Delegates at the ABA’s February 2013 mid-year meeting.

³The last major revisions to the D.C. Rules were effective February 1, 2007. The revisions were the result of recommendations by the Rules Review Committee (circa 1998 to 2005) in reviewing the ABA’s “Ethics 2000” changes to the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct. The revisions were approved by the Board of Governors
subcommittees were: 1) Technology and Confidentiality; 2) Outsourcing; 3) Confidentiality and Checking Conflicts; and 4) Choice of Law/Conflicts. The subcommittees met regularly, and the full committee received status reports and periodic recommendations for proposed amendments from the subcommittees during Committee meetings.

1. **Technology and Confidentiality (Amendments to ABA Model Rules 1.1/1.6/4.4)**

The Committee agreed that most of the changes made to the ABA Model Rules on technology on recommendation of the Ethics 20/20 Commission were unnecessary in the District of Columbia because the specific issues were already addressed in the D.C. Rules. However, the Committee considered certain amendments to Rule 1.1 (on lawyer competency and technology), to Rule 1.6 (on transmission and storage of electronic communications) and to Rule 4.4 (on inadvertent receipt of electronic information relating to a representation).

The Committee recommends changes to D.C. Rules 1.1, 1.6, and 4.4 and/or the Comments to those Rules. The proposed amendments address the continuing responsibility of a lawyer to keep abreast of changes in technology; the duty to exercise reasonable care to prevent unauthorized access to electronic information; the reasonableness of security measures to be taken by a lawyer when using and storing electronic communications; and a lawyer’s obligations after receiving inadvertently sent information or metadata.

and adopted by the Court. The Committee’s work is reflected in its June 2005 *Proposed Amendments to the District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct: Report and Recommendations* that was transmitted to the Court.

Revisions after 2007 included proposed changes to the Interest on Lawyer Trust Account Rules (IOLTA Rules) (D.C. Rules 1.15, 1.19, Appendix B, Rule XI Section 20) that were proposed by the Committee, approved by the Board in 2009, adopted by the Court, and became effective August 1, 2010.

In 2012, the Rules Review Committee recommended changes to D.C. Rules 1.10, 7.1, Comments to Rule 1.15 and a new proposed Rule 8.6. The Board approved the proposed changes and transmitted them to the Court. (The Committee’s March 2012 Final Report that details the Committee’s recommendations and reflects the substantial work of the Committee from 2008 to 2012). The Court adopted the recommended amendments to D.C. Rules 1.10, 7.1, and Comments to Rule 1.15, effective October 8, 2015. The Court did not adopt proposed Rule 8.6, and instead requested that the Bar study Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h). The Committee now recommends proposed changes to D.C. Rule 3.8 that are more closely aligned to Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h) as detailed in this report.

The aforementioned Committee Reports and Recommendations can be found at [http://www.dcbar.org/bar-resources/legal-ethics/index.cfm](http://www.dcbar.org/bar-resources/legal-ethics/index.cfm) under Rules Review Committee Reports.

4Ultimately, the Rules Review Committee considered newly adopted ABA Model Rule 1.6(b)(7), which addresses a lawyer’s ability to reveal 1.6 confidential information when checking conflicts with a prospective employer. The Committee concluded that the current approach to this issue under the D.C. Rules as explained in Legal Ethics Opinion 312 (Information That May Be Appropriately Provided to Check Conflicts When a Lawyer Seeks to Join a New Firm) is sufficient and that a new exception to Rule 1.6 is not advisable.

5The Committee’s study of Conflicts/Choice of Disciplinary Law arising under D.C. Rule 8.5 is on-going and is not a part of this report or recommendations.
2. **Outsourcing (Amendments to ABA Model Rules 1.1/5.3)**

The Committee considered the amendments to ABA Model Rules 1.1 and 5.3 and whether lawyers must obtain the informed consent of clients when “outsourcing” legal work or using “outside” or contract lawyers. The Committee recommends several proposed changes to the Comments to D.C. Rules 1.1 and 5.3, including language to require the lawyer to inform the client about the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and about the contemplated division of responsibility among them, and amendments to better address situations where the client rather than the lawyer is directing the outsourcing.

**B. In Re Kline and D.C. Rule 3.8, Comment [1]**

In April 2015, the Court of Appeals issued an opinion in *In re Kline*, 113 A.3d 202 (D.C. 2015), a disciplinary matter in which the Court was asked to determine whether a federal prosecutor had improperly withheld potentially exculpatory evidence *during* the prosecution of a criminal matter and should be disciplined under D.C. Rule 3.8(e) for failing to disclose the information. Attorney Kline argued that he did not violate Rule 3.8(e) because his ethical duties are co-extensive with the duties imposed under *Brady v. Maryland*, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S. Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963). The Court rejected the suggestion in existing Comment [1] to Rule 3.8 that Rule 3.8(e) is coextensive with and bounded by constitutional principles applicable in the criminal context. The Committee recommends amendments to Comment [1] to Rule 3.8 to make it consistent with the *Kline* holding.

**C. D.C. Rule 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor): Request by the D.C. Court of Appeals to Reconsider ABA Model Rules 3.8 (g) and (h)**

In 2012, the D.C. Bar submitted a proposal to the Court of Appeals, asking the Court to approve a new Rule of Professional Conduct -- D.C. Rule 8.6 -- that would impose a duty on all D.C. lawyers – not just prosecutors -- to disclose exculpatory information about convicted persons (subject to Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information)). The Bar’s recommendation resulted from the Rules Review Committee’s study of the 2010 amendments to ABA Model Rule 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor). The ABA’s amendments added paragraphs (g) and (h) to the Model Rule, thereby imposing a duty on prosecutors to disclose certain post-conviction exculpatory information.  

In May 2015, the Court declined to adopt the Bar’s proposal, but asked the Bar to reconsider paragraphs (g) and (h) of ABA Model Rule 3.8 to determine whether the District of Columbia should adopt similar provisions. The Committee now recommends amendments to Rule

---

3.8 and Comments that are more closely aligned with Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h), but with some significant differences.

**D. ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) (Nondiscrimination and Antiharassment)**

In August 2016, the ABA House of Delegates adopted Model Rule 8.4(g) to prohibit discrimination and harassment in conduct related to the practice of law. Twenty-five jurisdictions, including the District, already had ethics rules dealing with discrimination and/or harassment in some form at the time of the Model Rule’s adoption. D.C. Rule 9.1, which became effective in 1991, prohibits discrimination by lawyers in conditions of employment based on a list of enumerated classes. Additionally, D.C. Rule 8.4, Comment [3] also contains a variation of the former Comment [3] to Model Rule 8.4 that prohibited certain conduct that manifests bias or prejudice. That Comment was adopted in 2007 to bring the D.C. Rule closer to the then-Model Rules.

The Committee now recommends amendments to D.C. Rule 9.1 based on Model Rule 8.4(g), with some minor differences. The Committee also recommends an amendment to Comment [3] to Rule 8.4 that would cross reference Rule 9.1.
III. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO AMEND THE D.C. RULES IN CONSIDERATION OF THE ABA ETHICS 20/20 AMENDMENTS

A. Competence and Technology

After a review of the amendments made to ABA Model Rules on recommendation of the Ethics 20/20 Commission, the Committee agreed that most of the amendments made to the ABA Model Rules on technology were unnecessary in the District of Columbia because the specific issues were already addressed in the existing D.C. Rules. However, the Committee recommends a handful of changes to the D.C. Rules as explained and set forth below.

1. Rule 1.1 (Competence), Comment [5]

Ethics 20/20 amendments to the ABA Model Rule 1.1 (Competence) added language to Comment [8] (formerly Comment [6]) stating that lawyers should keep abreast of relevant changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology. The Rules Review Committee considered whether and how to incorporate a lawyer’s continuing responsibility to keep abreast of changes in technology as a matter of competence under the D.C. Rules.

D.C. Rule 1.1(a) already provides that: “[a] lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.” The Committee initially had concerns about listing some but not all of a lawyer’s responsibilities for maintaining competent skill; however, the Committee ultimately decided that addressing this issue would be appropriate in the Comments to Rule 1.1.

The Committee recommends that adding the words “procedures, and technology” to existing D.C. Rule 1.1, Comment [5] would sufficiently address competence in keeping abreast of technological changes, i.e., cloud computing, as well as the requirement of certain courts to use technologies such as e-discovery and e-filing.

Proposed amendments to D.C. Rule 1.1, Comment [5] follow:

Thoroughness and Preparation

[5] Competent handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into and analysis of the factual and legal elements of the problem, and use of methods, procedures, and technology meeting the standards of competent practitioners. It also includes adequate preparation and continuing attention to the needs of the representation to assure that there is no neglect of such needs. The required attention and preparation are determined in part by what is at stake; major litigation and complex transactions ordinarily require more elaborate treatment than matters of lessor consequences.
2. Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information)

Ethics 20/20 amendments to the ABA Model Rule 1.6(c) added obligations under Model Rule 1.6 mandating that a lawyer “shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the representation of a client.” Model Rule 1.6, Comment [18] was also amended to clarify that the Rule requires lawyers to “take reasonable measures” to prevent unauthorized access to and disclosure of information related to a representation and to provide additional guidance to lawyers such as the factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s efforts in this area.

As a general matter, D.C. Rule 1.6 is significantly different from Model Rule 1.6 in form and substance. D.C. Rule 1.6(f) already requires that a lawyer exercise reasonable care to prevent employees and other service providers utilized by the lawyer from disclosing or using Rule 1.6-protected information. Specifically, the existing D.C. Rule provides:

(f) A lawyer shall exercise reasonable care to prevent the lawyer’s employees, associates, and others whose services are utilized by the lawyer from disclosing or using confidences or secrets of a client, except that such persons may reveal information permitted to be disclosed by paragraphs (c), (d), or (e).

Unlike ABA Model Rule 1.6(c), however, the existing D.C. Rule does not address a lawyer’s obligation to prevent unauthorized access to information protected by the Rule. The Committee considered this gap in D.C. Rule 1.6 and agrees that while existing Rule 1.6(f) adequately addresses a lawyer’s obligation to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of confidences and secrets (i.e., from a law firm to the outside), the Rule should also address unauthorized access to such confidences and secrets that initiate from the outside to within a law firm, i.e., hacking. The Committee therefore proposes an addition to D.C. Rule 1.6 by keeping current (f) but renumbering it as (f)(1) and adding (f)(2) as follows:

Rule 1.6 (f) A lawyer shall exercise reasonable care to prevent:

1. A lawyer shall exercise reasonable care to prevent the lawyer’s employees, associates, and others whose services are utilized by the lawyer from disclosing or using confidences or secrets of a client, except that such persons may reveal information permitted to be disclosed by paragraphs (c), (d), or (e); and

2. the unauthorized access to confidences or secrets of a client.

a. D.C. Rule 1.6, Comment [40] and ABA Model Rule 1.6, Comment [18]

D.C. Rule 1.6, Comment [40] addresses a lawyer’s transmission of a communication containing Rule 1.6 protected information; it was adopted by the D.C. Court of Appeals effective February 1, 2007, on recommendation of the Rules Review Committee and Board of Governors. Comment [40] is substantially similar to former ABA Model Rule 1.6, Comment [18] prior to the adoption of the Ethics 20/20 amendments. In considering the amendments to Model Rule 1.6,
Comment [18], the Rules Review Committee concluded that most of the additional commentary is unnecessary as redundant or too specific to be useful on a broader scale. However, the Committee believes that it would be useful to provide some guidance to practitioners on the new proposed D.C. Rule 1.6(f)(2) by deleting certain existing language in D.C. Rule 1.6, Comment [40] and adding language from amended ABA Model Rule 1.6, Comment [18].

Additionally, the Committee recommends replacing “information relating to the representation of a client” in Comment [40] with “confidences and secrets of a client.” The latter language is consistently used throughout the D.C. Rules and corresponds to the language in the proposed new Rule 1.6(f)(2).

The Committee debated whether to include the additional factors listed in the ABA’s Comment [18] in proposed amendments to D.C. Comment [40] or whether the two factors already identified in Comment [40] -- sensitivity of the information and the extent to which the privacy of the communication is protected by law or by a confidentiality agreement -- were the ones that most guided a lawyer’s decision on the required security measures. The Committee was persuaded that the additional two factors from the Model Rule’s list -- cost of the security measures and difficulty in implementing the safeguards -- would provide useful guidance to attorneys, particularly solo practitioners and small law firms. The proposed Comment indicates that the list is not exhaustive by including the phrase “among the factors.”

Finally, the Committee expressed a concern that the existing language of the final sentence of Comment [40] might imply that a client could unilaterally dictate more stringent, and potentially burdensome and expensive, security measures at any time, even after the representation had begun. The proposed revision would break that sentence up into two sentences and change the wording at the beginning, so it would now read: “A client and a lawyer may agree that the lawyer will implement special security measures beyond those required by this rule. A client may give informed consent to forgo security measures that would otherwise be required by this rule.”

Proposed amendments to D.C. Rule 1.6, Comment [40] follow:

**Acting Competently to Preserve Confidences**

[40] When transmitting a communication that includes information relating to the representation of a client, transmitting or storing confidences or secrets of a client, the lawyer must take reasonable precautions to prevent the information from coming into the hands of unintended recipients. This duty does not require that the lawyer use special security measures if the method of communication or storage affords a reasonable expectation of privacy. Special circumstances, however, may warrant special precautions. Among the factors to be considered in determining reasonableness of the lawyer’s expectation of privacy conduct in transmitting or storing that information are: include the sensitivity of the information; and the extent to which the privacy of the client information is protected by law or by a confidentiality agreement; the cost of the security measures; and, difficulty in implementing the safeguards. A client and a lawyer may agree that the lawyer will implement special security measures beyond those required by this rule. A client may give informed consent to forgo security measures that would otherwise
be required by this rule. A client may require the lawyer to implement special security measures not required by this rule or may give informed consent to the use of a means of communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this rule. For a lawyer’s duties when sharing information with nonlawyers outside the lawyer’s own firm, see Rule 5.3, Comments [3]-[4].

3. **Rule 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Persons)**

Rule 4.4(b) addresses a lawyer’s ethical obligations when the lawyer receives inadvertently sent materials. As explained below, D.C. Rule 4.4(b) is substantially different than Model Rule 4.4(b). Ethics 20/20 amendments to ABA Model Rule 4.4(b) expanded the Model Rule to apply not only to “documents” but also to “electronically stored information.” The amendments also expanded the Model Rule’s Comments in conformity to add the new language of “electronically stored information” or “metadata” to the type of inadvertently received information to which the Model Rule applies.

The Committee believes that existing D.C. Rule 4.4(b) is already defined broadly enough to encompass documents in electronic form because of the word “writing,” and sees no basis to revise the language of the D.C. Rule to conform to the Model Rule’s amended language. The definition of “writing” in D.C. Rule 1.0(o) denotes “a tangible or electronic record of a communication or representation, including handwriting, typewriting, printing, photo stating, photography, audio or video recording, and e-mail.” Significantly, D.C. Legal Ethics Opinion 341 also interprets paragraph (b) of D.C. Rule 4.4 to include metadata inadvertently disclosed in electronic files in a variety of litigation and non-litigation contexts. The Opinion describes scenarios when the Rule may apply in such a context and provides useful guidance to practitioners. As such, the Committee recommends that a reference to D.C. Legal Ethics Opinion 341 be made at the end of Comment [3] to D.C. Rule 4.4.

In addition to reviewing the Ethics 20/20 amendments to Rule 4.4(b) and Comments, the Committee also recommends several amendments to improve the clarity of D.C. Rule 4.4(b) and its explanatory Comments. The Committee thinks this is particularly important because the D.C. Rule diverges significantly from the Model Rule.

D.C. Rule 4.4(b) states:

A lawyer who receives a writing relating to the representation of a client and knows, before examining the writing, that it has been inadvertently sent, shall not examine the writing, but shall notify the sending party and abide by the instructions of the sending party regarding the return or destruction of the writing.

As explained in Comment [2] to D.C. Rule 4.4, “ABA Model Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer only to notify the sender in order to permit the sender to take protective measures, but

---

7Former ABA Model Rule 4.4(b) provided that “[a] lawyer who receives a document relating to the representation of the lawyer’s client and knows or reasonably should know that the document was inadvertently sent shall promptly notify the sender.”
paragraph (b) of D.C. Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer to do more.” The difference in the two Rules reflects a decision by the Court in 2007 to maintain the obligations that have existed for D.C. lawyers since 1991 when the Court adopted the D.C. Rules.

a. **Change the language “a client” to “the lawyer’s client”**

The Committee believes that the “a client” language in the first sentence of Rule 4.4 (b) is confusing. The Committee questioned whether “a client” referred to the sending or receiving lawyer’s client or both. The Committee agreed that simply changing “a client” to “the lawyer’s client” clarified the intent of the Rule to govern writings inadvertently sent that relate to the representation of the receiving lawyer’s client.

The proposed amendment to Rule 4.4(b) follows:

A lawyer who receives a writing relating to the representation of a **the lawyer’s** client and knows, before examining the writing, that it has been inadvertently sent shall not examine the writing, but shall notify the sending party and abide by the instructions of the sending party regarding the return or destruction of the writing.


The Committee also determined that existing Comment [3] contains two different thoughts and therefore recommends dividing it into two separate Comments. Revised Comment [3] would be limited to the discussion of a lawyer’s ethical obligations when receiving materials containing client confidences or secrets when a lawyer does not know that they were inadvertently sent. It is distinguished from existing Comment [2], which addresses a lawyer’s ethical obligations when a lawyer knows such materials were inadvertently sent. The Committee recommends moving the last three sentences of existing Comment [3] into a new proposed Comment [4] that discusses circumstances the Rule does not address.

The Committee also recommends adding the language “for example” in the first sentence of Comment [2] to clarify that Paragraph (b) of Rule 4.4 does not limit the type of inadvertently received writings to those containing client secrets or confidences. The Committee believes this addition will resolve the conflict between the Rule language “relating to the representation of a lawyer’s client” and the Comment language that addresses a writing “containing client secrets or confidences” from the discussion of D.C. Legal Ethics Opinion 256.

The Committee also recommends deleting “on the other hand” from Comment [3] to clarify that the Ethics Opinions addressed in Comments [2] and [3] are not the only types of examples covered by Rule 4.4(b).

Finally, the Committee also recommends adding to Comment [4] a parenthetical to Legal Ethics Opinion 318 and other Rule references to guide a lawyer who is confronting the situation of receipt of wrongfully obtained materials, a situation not addressed by Rule 4.4(b).
Proposed amendments to the Comments to Rule 4.4(b) follow. Bold represents the proposed new division of existing Comment [3]:

[2] Paragraph (b) addresses, for example, the obligations of a lawyer who receives writings containing client secrets or confidences in material delivered by an adversary lawyer and who knows that the sending lawyer inadvertently included these writings. As the D.C. Legal Ethics Committee noted in Opinion 256, this problem is “an unfortunate (but not uncommon) consequence of an increasingly electronic world, as when a facsimile or electronic mail transmission is mistakenly made to an unintended recipient.” Consistent with Opinion 256, paragraph (b) requires the receiving lawyer to comply with the sending party’s instruction about disposition of the writing in these circumstances, and also prohibits the receiving lawyer from reading or using the material. ABA Model Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer only to notify the sender in order to permit the sender to take protective measures, but Paragraph (b) of D.C. Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer to do more.

[3] On the other hand, where writings containing client secrets or confidences are inadvertently delivered to an adversary lawyer, and the receiving lawyer in good faith reviews the materials before the lawyer knows that they were inadvertently sent, the receiving lawyer commits no ethical violation by retaining and using those materials. See D.C. Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 256 (addressing writings containing client secrets or confidences). See also D.C. Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 341 (applying paragraph (b) to the receipt of inadvertently disclosed metadata imbedded in electronic files). Whether the privileged status of a writing has been waived is a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. Similarly, this rule does not address the legal duties of a lawyer who receives a writing that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know may have been wrongfully obtained by the sending person.

[4] Whether the privileged status of a writing has been waived is a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. Similarly, this rule does not address the legal duties of a lawyer who receives a writing that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know may have been wrongfully obtained by the sending person. But see D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 318 (analyzing a lawyer’s ethical obligations when receiving privileged documents that may have been taken without authorization from an opposing party) and Rules 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.15 and 8.4.

B. Outsourcing: Proposed Changes to Rules 1.1 (Competence) and 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants)

Ethics 20/20 amendments to the ABA Model Rule 1.1 (Competence) added new Comments [6] and [7] “to refer specifically to the practice of retaining and contracting with lawyers outside of the firm in light of the frequency of the practice.”8 The language of Model Rule 1.1, new

8 ABA Model Rules Legislative History, p. 43.
Comment [6] reflects the Ethics 20/20 Commission’s belief that lawyers “should ordinarily obtain informed consent of the clients before ‘outsourcing’ legal work, or using outside/contract lawyers.” The language of Model Rule 1.1, new Comment [7] embodies the ideal that lawyers “should ordinarily consult with each other and the client about the scope of their respective representations and the allocation of responsibility among them.” The Ethics 20/20 Commission also recommended new Comments [3] and [4] to Model Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistance) to clarify that Rule 5.3 applies to the use of nonlawyers both within and outside of the firm and also to specifically address distinct concerns that may arise when services are performed outside of a firm.  

1. Committee Analysis

The Rules Review Committee considered and discussed various aspects of contract lawyer relationships with law firms, and whether and when a lawyer might need to obtain informed consent from the client before retaining outside legal services to assist in a representation. The Committee also agreed that any proposed comments addressing “outsourcing” should better address the increasingly common circumstance in which the client is directing the outsourcing of both legal and non-legal services.


The Committee rejected a per se requirement to obtain informed consent from the client prior to retaining or contracting with lawyers outside of the law firm. While the Committee agreed that most practitioners may already seek informed consent of the client when some of the client’s work is being performed by another lawyer, after discussing multiple factual scenarios, the Committee decided that the real issue at hand was a client’s awareness of the allocation of responsibility between lawyers. The Committee concluded that a client would be interested in the fact that another lawyer would be involved and the way the work would be split up. Accordingly, the Committee recommended language in new proposed Comment [6] to D.C. Rule 1.1 to require the lawyer to inform the client about the “identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and about the contemplated division of responsibility among them” rather than to require the lawyer to obtain informed consent. Where the lawyer outsources to a group of lawyers that are affiliated in some fashion, identifying the group, rather than each lawyer that works on the matter would ordinarily be sufficient.

In circumstances where the client directs that lawyers outside the firm will be assisting in the provision of legal services, new proposed Comment [7] to D.C. Rule 1.1 states the “lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the identities of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and about the contemplated division of responsibility among them.”

New proposed Comment [7] also cautions that if at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the

9 ABA Model Rules Legislative History pp. 605, 606.
client, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.

b. New Proposed Comments to D.C. Rules 1.1 and 5.3

For new proposed comments to Rules 1.1 and 5.3, the Committee defined “outsourced” lawyers and non-lawyers to be those “not associated with the firm” (instead of the “not generally affiliated” language of the ABA Model Rule Comments) to track language historically used elsewhere in the D.C. Rules. The Committee also added “pursuant to Rule 1.16” language at the end of both proposed Comment [7] to Rule 1.1 and proposed Comment [4] to Rule 5.3 to reinforce the fact that withdrawal in this context must conform to Rule 1.16 (Declining or Terminating a Representation). Existing Comment [6] to D.C. Rule 1.1 will become Comment [8].

New proposed D.C. Rule 1.1, Comments [6] and [7] follow:

Retaining or Contracting with Other Lawyers

[6] Except when directed by a client, before a lawyer retains or contracts with other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm to provide or assist in the provision of legal services to a particular client or on a particular matter, the lawyer should ordinarily inform the client or clients of the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and of the contemplated division of responsibility; and must reasonably believe that retaining the other lawyer’s services will contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client. See also Rules 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 5.5. This comment is not intended to address retaining or contracting with lawyers who are available to provide legal services generally to the firm’s clients. The reasonableness of the decision to retain or contract with other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm will depend upon the circumstances, including the education, experience and reputation of the nonfirm lawyers; the nature of the services assigned to the nonfirm lawyers; and the legal protections, professional conduct rules, and ethical environments of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly relating to confidential information.

[7] When the client directs that other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s firm assist in the provision of legal services to the client, the lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and about the contemplated division of responsibility among them. See Rules 1.2, 1.5. When making such an allocation in a matter pending before a tribunal, lawyers and parties may have additional obligations that are a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. If at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client or materially changes an existing agreement between the client and the lawyer or law firm, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.

**Nonlawyers Not Associated With the Firm**

[3] A lawyer may use nonlawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm to assist the lawyer in rendering legal services to the client. Examples include the retention of an investigative or paraprofessional service, hiring a document management company to create and maintain a database for complex litigation, sending client documents to a third party for printing and scanning, and using an internet-based service to store client information. Unless directed by the client to use specified nonlawyers not associated with the firm, in using such services a lawyer must make reasonable efforts and communicate appropriate directions to ensure that the services are provided in a manner that is compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations. The extent of this obligation will depend upon the circumstances, including the education, experience and reputation of the nonlawyer; the nature of the service involved; the terms of any arrangements concerning the protection of client information; and the legal and ethical environments of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly with regard to confidentiality. See also Rules 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 5.4, and 5.5.

[4] When the client directs the selection of a nonlawyer service provider not associated with the lawyer’s firm, the lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the scope of the lawyer’s representation and the division of responsibility among the lawyer, the client, and the service provider. When making such a division of responsibility in a matter pending before a tribunal, lawyers and parties may have additional obligations that are a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. If at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client or materially changes an existing agreement between the client and the lawyer or law firm, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.
IV. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RULE 3.8 (SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF A PROSECUTOR)

A. Background

In 2012, the D.C. Bar submitted a proposal to the Court of Appeals, asking the Court to approve a new Rule of Professional Conduct, D.C. Rule 8.6, that would impose a duty on all D.C. lawyers – not just prosecutors -- to disclose exculpatory information about convicted persons (subject to Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information)). The Bar’s recommendation resulted from the Rules Review Committee’s study of the 2010 amendments to ABA Model Rule 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor) that added paragraphs (g) and (h) to the Model Rule, thereby imposing a duty on prosecutors to disclose certain post-conviction exculpatory information.

In May 2015, the Court of Appeals informed the Bar that it was declining to adopt the Bar’s proposal on the grounds that: (1) no evidence suggests that lawyers, as a group, had but were failing to disclose exculpatory information about convicted persons; and (2) non-prosecutors might not understand their duties under the proposed rule. The Court did, however, ask the Bar to reconsider paragraphs (g) and (h) of ABA Model Rule 3.8 to determine whether the District of Columbia should adopt similar provisions.

The Court’s request coincided, approximately, with its disciplinary decision in In re Kline, 113 A.3d 202 (D.C. 2015), a matter in which the Court was asked to determine whether a federal prosecutor had improperly withheld potentially exculpatory evidence during the prosecution of a criminal matter and should be disciplined under D.C. Rule 3.8 (e) for failing to disclose the information. Attorney Kline argued that he did not violate Rule 3.8(e) because his ethical duties are co-extensive with the duties imposed under Brady v. Maryland, 373, U.S. 83, 83 S. Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963). The Court explicitly rejected the suggestion in Comment [1] to Rule 3.8 that Rule 3.8(e) is coextensive with and bounded by constitutional principles applicable in the criminal context.

In light of the Court’s specific request to revisit ABA Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h) and its opinion interpreting D.C. Rule 3.8, Comment [1], the Rules Review Committee: 1) began to study and draft revisions to revise Comment 1 to Rule 3.8 to make it consistent with the Court’s holding in In Re Kline; and 2) considered whether to recommend changes to D.C. Rule 3.8 to impose a duty on prosecutors to disclose post-conviction exculpatory information similar to those duties arising under the ABA Model Rules 3.8 (g) and (h). A summary of the Committee’s analysis and proposed recommendations for revisions to Rule 3.8 and Comments are detailed below.

B. Proposed Changes to Rule 3.8, Comment [1], in Light of In Re Kline.

The Committee recommends amendments to Comment [1] to Rule 3.8 to make it consistent with the Court’s holding in In Re Kline, 113 A.3d 202 (DCCA 2015).

As noted above, in April 2015, the D.C. Court of Appeals held in In Re Kline that a federal prosecutor had improperly withheld potentially exculpatory evidence during the prosecution of a criminal matter and should be disciplined under D.C. Rule 3.8(e). Significantly, the Court rejected
the suggestion in existing Comment [1] to D.C. Rule 3.8 that Rule 3.8(e) is coextensive with and bounded by constitutional principles applicable in the criminal context.

For purposes of the Committee’s first undertaking, the pertinent part of existing D.C. Rule 3.8 and Comment [1] is:

The prosecutor in a criminal case shall not:

…

(e) Intentionally fail to disclose to the defense, upon request and at a time when use by the defense is reasonably feasible, any evidence or information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense, or in connection with sentencing, intentionally fail to disclose to the defense upon request any unprivileged mitigating information known to the prosecutor and not reasonably available to the defense, except when the prosecutor is relieved of this responsibility by a protective order of the tribunal;

…

Comment 1 (Existing)

[1] A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence. Precisely how far the prosecutor is required to go in this direction is a matter of debate and varies in different jurisdictions. Many jurisdictions have adopted the ABA Standards of Criminal Justice Relating to Prosecution Function, which in turn are the product of prolonged and careful deliberation by lawyers experienced in both criminal prosecution and defense. This rule is intended to be a distillation of some, but not all, of the professional obligations imposed on prosecutors by applicable law. The rule, however, is not intended either to restrict or to expand the obligations of prosecutors derived from the United States Constitution, federal or District of Columbia statutes, and court rules of procedure.

1. Committee Analysis

The Committee’s intent in proposing revisions to Comment [1] is: 1) to remove language from the existing comment that is inconsistent with the Court’s holding in In Re Kline; and 2) to provide prosecutors with guidance to assist them in complying with the chief teaching and holding of the Court’s opinion; namely, that D.C. Rule 3.8 may impose different requirements than the rules of criminal procedure or the requirements of due process and that a prosecutor needs to turn over potentially exculpatory evidence that is in his or her possession and about which the prosecutor has actual knowledge, regardless of the prosecutor’s belief about whether the information would prove material to the outcome of the case.

The primary issues raised and debated within the Committee were about the specific proposed language addressing the requirement of a prosecutor’s actual knowledge of exculpatory
evidence versus imputation of knowledge of exculpatory evidence by other government actors (e.g., detectives); the character of potentially exculpatory evidence that is subject to Rule 3.8(e) (e.g., information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense); and whether to include a reminder in the Comment that willful ignorance (e.g. intentionally avoiding pursuit of evidence or information) is itself a violation of Rule 3.8(d).

The Committee acknowledges that assessing whether a particular piece of information is in fact “potentially exculpatory” may be difficult, but that is already the prosecutor’s challenge under the existing language of Rule 3.8(e). The exculpatory value of a piece of information can only be assessed in the context of the particular case. For example, a particular piece of information might tend to negate guilt in a murder case but have no such tendency, indeed be completely irrelevant, in a case involving the passing of bad checks. Paragraph (e) is clear, however, that the prosecutor will only be held responsible for disclosing information that she knew or reasonably should have known tended to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense as reflected in the language of the proposed Comment.

Finally, the Committee deemed it appropriate to include specific language at the end of the proposed comment reflecting the holding of the case -- that paragraph (e) requires a prosecutor to disclose potentially exculpatory information in his or her possession “regardless of whether that information might later be deemed immaterial to the outcome of the case” -- and referring prosecutors to In re Kline for further guidance.10

The Committee recommends amending Comment [1] to reflect the Court of Appeals’ decision in In re Kline as follows:

Comment 1 (Revised)

[1] A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence. Precisely how far the prosecutor is required to go in this direction is a matter of debate and varies in different jurisdictions. Many jurisdictions have adopted the ABA Standards of Criminal Justice Relating to Prosecution Function, which in turn are the product of prolonged and careful deliberation by lawyers experienced in both criminal prosecution and defense. This rule is intended to be a distillation of some, but not all, of the professional obligations imposed on prosecutors by applicable law. The rule, however, is not intended either to restrict or to expand the obligations of prosecutors derived from the United States Constitution, federal or District of Columbia statutes, and court rules of procedure. The constitutional protections in the criminal context serve a fundamentally different purpose than disciplinary proceedings in the ethical context. While this rule may overlap with what constitutional due process requires, it is a rule to govern professional conduct; its requirements are not co-extensive

10 See Kline, 113 A.3d at 213.
with due process or with statutory obligations or court procedural rules. Paragraph (e) requires disclosure of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense. However, because the failure to disclose must be intentional, the rule only requires disclosure of such information when its existence is known to the prosecutor. Although another government actor’s knowledge will not be imputed to the prosecutor, a prosecutor’s knowledge may be inferred from circumstances under Rule 1.0(f). Moreover, paragraph (d) independently imposes obligations concerning the intentional avoidance of the pursuit of evidence or information. The disclosure duty under paragraph (e) exists regardless of whether that information might later be deemed immaterial to the outcome of the case and regardless of the prosecutor’s assessment of how the information might be explained away or discredited at trial or ultimately rejected by the fact-finder. For further guidance, see In re Kline, 113 A.3d 202 (D.C. 2015).

Comment 1 (Clean Version)

[1] A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence. The constitutional protections in the criminal context serve a fundamentally different purpose than disciplinary proceedings in the ethical context. While this rule may overlap with what constitutional due process requires, it is a rule to govern professional conduct; its requirements are not co-extensive with due process or with statutory obligations or court procedural rules. Paragraph (e) requires disclosure of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense. However, because the failure to disclose must be intentional, the rule only requires disclosure of such information when its existence is known to the prosecutor. Although another government actor’s knowledge will not be imputed to the prosecutor, a prosecutor’s knowledge may be inferred from circumstances under Rule 1.0(f). Moreover, paragraph (d) independently imposes obligations concerning the intentional avoidance of the pursuit of evidence or information. The disclosure duty under paragraph (e) exists regardless of whether that information might later be deemed immaterial to the outcome of the case and regardless of the prosecutor’s assessment of how the information might be explained away or discredited at trial or ultimately rejected by the fact-finder. For further guidance, see In re Kline, 113 A.3d 202 (D.C. 2015).

C. Proposed Additions to D.C. Rule 3.8 and Comments [4], [5], [6] and [7]

Following the Committee’s adoption of proposed revisions to Comment [1] as described above, the Committee focused its efforts on the development of proposed rules for prosecutors regarding post-conviction exculpatory evidence. The Committee recommends amendments to
Rule 3.8 and Comments that are aligned to Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h), but with some important differences.¹¹

Significantly, since the 2012 adoption of ABA Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h), only three jurisdictions have adopted Model Rules 3.8 (g) and (h) without amendments. Fourteen jurisdictions have adopted various modified versions of Model Rule 3.8(g). Six of the fourteen jurisdictions also adopted modified versions of Model Rule 3.8(h). The remaining eight rejected adoption of Model Rule 3.8(h) in any form. Most adopted variations concern the standards for required reporting, the persons or entities to whom a prosecutor is required to report and also the specific actions prosecutors are required to take, and under which circumstances.¹² A majority of the Rules Review Committee supported proposing additions to the D.C. Rules in the same vein as Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h); however, like many other jurisdictions, the strong consensus was that significant improvements needed to be made to the standards for reporting, reporting obligations, and other language of Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h) prior to recommendation.¹³ A summary of the differences between the Committee’s proposed D.C. Rules 3.8(h), (i) and (j) and Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h) follows.

1. Analysis: Comparing Model Rules 3.8 (g) and (h) and the Committee’s Recommendations

The Committee followed the ABA language regarding the initial trigger to a potential action by the prosecutor: The prosecutor must “know” of “information.” Neither the ABA nor the Committee adopted a standard under which a prosecutor’s obligations regarding post-conviction exculpatory evidence could be triggered by negligence, i.e., a “should know” or “should have known” standard as to the substantive information relating to the conviction. With respect to the relevance or importance of the information to the conviction, the Committee did not follow the Model Rule’s language (“new, credible and material evidence creating a reasonable likelihood that a convicted defendant did not commit an offense . . .”). The Committee noted that the ABA did not include a scienter requirement for the prosecutor’s evaluation of the importance of the evidence, phrasing the Model Rule in the passive voice, “evidence creating a reasonable likelihood.” The Committee believed that the Model Rule left significant questions about the

¹¹Model Rule 3.8 provides:

(g) When a prosecutor knows of new, credible and material evidence creating a reasonable likelihood that a convicted defendant did not commit an offense of which the defendant was convicted, the prosecutor shall:

(1) promptly disclose that evidence to an appropriate court or authority, and
(2) if the conviction was obtained in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction,
   (i) promptly disclose that evidence to the defendant unless a court authorizes delay, and
   (ii) undertake further investigation, or make reasonable efforts to cause an investigation, to determine whether
       the defendant was convicted of an offense that the defendant did not commit.

(h) When a prosecutor knows of clear and convincing evidence establishing that a defendant in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction was convicted of an offense that the defendant did not commit, the prosecutor shall seek to remedy the conviction.

¹²A chart comparing various jurisdictions versions of 3.8(g) and/or (h) can be found here: https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/mrpe_3_8_g_h.pdf

¹³The Committee benefited from the expertise of several members who have significant experience as either prosecutors or criminal defense attorneys in the District of Columbia.
requisite state of mind as to the impact of the evidence unanswered. Therefore, the Committee proposed a clearer standard: the prosecutor must act (as provided thereafter in the proposed Rule) if the prosecutor “knows or reasonably should know” that the evidence “raises a substantial question . . . .”

The Committee then addressed what the prosecutor must know or should reasonably know in order to be required to act under the Rule. The ABA standard is that the evidence must “create a reasonable likelihood that a convicted defendant did not commit an offense of which the defendant was convicted.” The Committee believed that this standard is too stringent to serve as a trigger for further action by the prosecutor and recommends a lower standard: “raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit.”

The ABA Model Rule requires disclosure to the “appropriate court or authority” in all instances where the prerequisites of the Rule are met. If the conviction occurred in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction, the ABA Model Rule requires additional disclosure to the defendant (except if a delay is authorized by the court) and requires the prosecutor to conduct or cause to be conducted a reasonable further investigation. The Committee found the ABA disclosure requirements inadequate. For both in and out-of-jurisdiction matters, the Committee believed that the chief prosecutor, the defendant and the defendant’s lawyer in addition to a court should be notified. The Committee retained the ABA provision authorizing delay in notifying the defendant and the defendant’s lawyer if such delay were approved by the court.

In instances where there is clear and convincing evidence that a person was convicted of an offense in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction that the person did not commit, both the ABA and Committee proposal require that the prosecutor “seek to remedy the conviction.” The ABA language requires that the prosecutor “know” of the evidence but does not specify the level of knowledge required as to the effect of the evidence, again using the passive construction “evidence establishing.” The Committee recommends that the level of knowledge be specified and believes that because of the heightened obligation, the prosecutor must know that the information constitutes “clear and convincing evidence” that a person did not commit an offense.

2. **New Proposed D.C. Rule 3.8(j)**

Section (j) in the Committee’s proposed rule is new language not found in the ABA Model Rule. It establishes that a prosecutor’s judgment that the evidence is not of such a nature to trigger an obligation under the other sections, if later determined to be incorrect, is not a violation of the rule provided that the prosecutor’s determination was “reasonable, considered and made in good faith.” The Committee believes that this standard requires thought and deliberation by the prosecutor and does not protect decisions made in haste, even if reasonable and made in good faith.


New Comment [4] makes it clear that a prosecutor can consult for a reasonable time with the chief prosecutor before making disclosures to the court and others as per the language of the Rule. The Committee recommended this provision because an out-of-jurisdiction prosecutor may
not be aware of what evidence is new and may not be aware of all of the circumstances and other evidence already known to the chief prosecutor of the other jurisdiction. Making disclosures to courts and defendants of evidence that has already been disclosed or determined not to raise issues about a conviction is not in the interests of justice and will ultimately make prosecutors more hesitant to act in cases where there is evidence. New Comment [4] also allows the prosecutor some flexibility in terms of who constitutes the “chief prosecutor” for notice purposes and relieves the prosecutor of the obligation to notify individuals or entities that the prosecutor cannot locate after reasonable diligence.

New Comment [5] provides guidance concerning how to apply the “should know or should have known” standard and to define what constitutes a “substantial question” as the term is used in the Rule. The Comment also makes clear that a prosecutor does not have to disclose evidence that has already been disclosed and need not undertake an investigation when the prosecutor knows that another prosecutor is already doing so.

New Comment [6] allows a prosecutor to make a disclosure even when the prosecutor has not yet determined that the evidence in fact raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit. It is sufficient that the prosecutor believes that the evidence “could” raise such a question.

New Comment [7] includes a request for appointment of counsel as an appropriate remedial step by the prosecutor where there is clear and convincing evidence of a conviction of a person of an offense that the person did not commit and an injustice may have occurred. In addition, a prosecutor need not seek to remedy a conviction where the prosecutor knows that another prosecutor is already doing so.

The Committee recommends new proposed D.C. Rules 3.8(h), (i) and (j) and explanatory Comments as follows.\textsuperscript{14}

**New Proposed Sections (h), (i) and (j) to D.C. Rule 3.8**

(h) When a prosecutor knows of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, the prosecutor shall

1. promptly disclose that information to: (i) the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction was obtained; (ii) the court in which the conviction was obtained; and, unless the court authorizes a delay, (iii) the convicted person and (iv) if known, the person’s lawyer; and
2. if the prosecution occurred in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction, undertake further investigation, or make reasonable efforts to cause

\textsuperscript{14}Proposed D.C. Rule 3.8(h) and (i) address similar duties as Model Rules 3.8(g) and (h) respectively. Proposed D.C. Rule 3.8(j) provides a safe-harbor provision. A safe-harbor provision also exists in ABA Model Rule 3.8 in Comment [9], however, the Rules Review Committee believes such provision is more appropriately placed in the black letter ethics rule.
an investigation, to determine whether the person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit.

(i) When a prosecutor is aware of information that the prosecutor knows constitutes clear and convincing evidence establishing that a person was convicted in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction of an offense that the person did not commit, the prosecutor shall seek to remedy the conviction.

(j) A prosecutor’s determination that the information is not of such nature as to trigger the obligations of either paragraph (h) or (i), though subsequently determined to have been erroneous, does not constitute a violation of this rule if that determination was reasonable, considered, and made in good faith. A prosecutor does not violate subparagraph (h) by failing to notify a person or persons or court whose identity or location remains unknown to the prosecutor after undertaking reasonable efforts.

New Proposed Comments [4], [5], [6] and [7] to D.C. Rule 3.8

[4] Rectifying the conviction and preventing the incarceration of an innocent person are core values of the judicial system and matters of vital concern to the legal profession. When a prosecutor knows of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, paragraph (h) requires prompt disclosure to the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction occurred as well as the court in which the conviction was obtained. Prompt disclosure under paragraph (h)(1) does not preclude a reasonable period of time for consultation with the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction was obtained. A disclosure made to a convicted person pursuant to paragraph (h) does not violate Rule 4.2(a) of these Rules. As used in this Rule, the “chief prosecutor” includes the head of the organization or any managerial lawyer in the chief prosecutor’s office. The notification obligations in paragraph (h) assume that the prosecutor knows, or through reasonable efforts can ascertain, the identity and location (i.e., mailing address, email address, or telephone number) of the persons and court to be notified.

[5] Not every piece of information raising a question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit need be disclosed. Rather, this rule limits the disclosure requirement to information that is sufficient to cause a reasonable lawyer to believe there is substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit. See Rule 1.0(j) for the definition of “reasonable.” The phrase “substantial question” refers to the degree of concern the particular information triggers about whether the person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, and not the quantum of information of which the lawyer is aware. See Rule 1.0(m) for the definition of “substantial.” In order to comply with paragraph (h), a prosecutor need not disclose information that the prosecutor knows was previously disclosed, and a prosecutor need not undertake an investigation or take steps to initiate an investigation when the prosecutor knows another prosecutor is already doing so.
[6] A prosecutor who knows of information that could raise a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit may, but is not required to, disclose that information as directed in paragraph (h) without further inquiry into whether the information actually raises such a question. A prosecutor’s disclosure of information pursuant to this Rule is not an admission or concession that such information raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that he or she did not commit and should not be considered as such in any subsequent litigation.

[7] Under paragraph (i), remedial steps may include requesting that the court appoint counsel for an unrepresented defendant. In order to comply with paragraph (i), a prosecutor need not seek to remedy a conviction where the prosecutor knows another prosecutor is already doing so.
V. PROPOSED REVISIONS TO D.C. RULE 9.1 AND RULE 8.4, COMMENT [3] (NONDISCRIMINATION AND ANTIHARASSMENT)

The Committee recommends amendments to D.C. Rule 9.1 based on ABA Model Rule 8.4(g), with some minor differences. The Committee also recommends an amendment to Comment [3] to D.C. Rule 8.4 that would cross reference D.C. Rule 9.1.

A. Background

In August 2016, the ABA House of Delegates adopted Model Rule 8.4(g) to prohibit discrimination and harassment in conduct related to the practice of law. Twenty-five jurisdictions, including the District, already had legal ethics rules dealing with discrimination and/or harassment in some form at the time of the Model Rule’s adoption. D.C. Rule 9.1, which became effective in 1991, prohibits discrimination by lawyers in conditions of employment based on a list of enumerated classes. Additionally, D.C. Rule 8.4, Comment [3] also contains a variation of the former Comment [3] to Model Rule 8.4 and prohibits certain conduct that manifests bias or prejudice.

Following the ABA’s adoption of Model Rule 8.4(g), the Rules Review Committee appointed a subcommittee which met over a period of several months to study the Model Rule and develop recommendations. The Committee ultimately approved a recommendation to amend D.C. Rule 9.1 based on Model Rule 8.4(g), with some minor differences; and Comment [3] to Rule 8.4 to include a cross reference to Rule 9.1.

B. Comparison of Existing D.C. Rule 9.1 and Model Rule 8.4(g)

Existing D.C. Rule 9.1 is an antidiscrimination provision that prohibits D.C. lawyers from discriminating against individuals on the basis of certain characteristics in conditions of employment only. Specifically, Rule 9.1 states:

A lawyer shall not discriminate against any individual in conditions of employment because of the individual’s race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, sexual orientation, family responsibility, or physical handicap.

By contrast, ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) is broader in scope and also contains strong antiharassment provisions. Specifically, 8.4(g) provides that it professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(g) engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic status in conduct related to the practice of law. This paragraph does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw from a representation in accordance with Rule 1.16. This paragraph does
not preclude legitimate advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules.

Currently, only harassment that interferes with the administration of justice is prohibited under the D.C. Rules by Rule 8.4(d) and Comment [3].\textsuperscript{15} In recommending that D.C. Rule 9.1 be amended to closely align with ABA Model Rule 8.4(g), the Bar expands the scope of prohibited behavior under the D.C. Rule without losing any of the limitations on lawyer conduct already imposed by the current Rules.

In addition to the report that accompanied the adoption of Model Rule 8.4(g), the Committee considered the significant public debate over the constitutionality of the Model Rule preceding and following its adoption by the ABA. Further, the Committee considered the actions taken by other jurisdictions, D.C.’s existing rules on harassment and discrimination, and the legislative history of D.C. Rule 9.1.

1. Committee Analysis

In making a recommendation to significantly amend Rule 9.1, members of the Rules Review Committee considered the possibility that lawyers might object to the proposed amended Rule on grounds that it infringes on their First Amendment rights to free speech, which was the principal argument raised by commenters against the adoption of ABA Model Rule 8.4(g). The Committee concluded that all of the ethics Rules are necessarily subject to the truism that in circumstances in which a lawyer is exercising a constitutionally protected right, he or she cannot be disciplined under the ethics rules. Further, the Committee determined that it was neither appropriate nor possible to resolve the questions of whether and in what circumstances a particular lawyer’s conduct would be in fact constitutionally protected. Indeed, there are numerous court decisions, not all of which are consistent, which address whether and in what circumstances a lawyer’s otherwise protected constitutional rights may be properly limited under the ethics rules.

Also debated within the Committee were the various categories of bias that were prohibited under existing Rule 9.1, Comment [3] to D.C. Rule 8.4, and Model Rule 8.4(g). The Committee’s proposed rule forbids harassment and discrimination on the basis of “race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, family responsibility, or socioeconomic status.” In comparison to the existing Rule 9.1, the proposed rule eliminates the categories of color and physical handicap and adds the categories of ethnicity, disability, gender identity, and socioeconomic status. The list differs from the Model Rule only in that it includes the category of family responsibility as a vestige of D.C.’s original rule. The Committee debated the inclusion of the category of “socioeconomic status,” ultimately including it after determining that it is meant to address situations where, for example, a lawyer improperly refers to a witness’s socioeconomic status in a derogatory manner, but not to compel a lawyer to accept a pro bono matter.

\textsuperscript{15}[3] A lawyer violates paragraph (d) by offensive, abusive, or harassing conduct that seriously interferes with the administration of justice. Such conduct may include words or actions that manifest bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status.
C. Proposed Revision to D.C. Rule 8.4, Comment [3]

With respect to the new language proposed for Comment [3] to Rule 8.4, the Committee noted that the Comment as currently written was redundant with the Rule itself, as a lawyer’s harassing behavior that interferes with the administration of justice inevitably violates a rule that prohibits lawyers from interfering with the administration of justice. The proposed revised Comment [3] serves as a helpful cross-reference for those lawyers who reasonably search for the District’s prohibition on harassment and discrimination in Rule 8.4, based on the location of the provision in the Model Rules, and also flags for lawyers the possibility that a perpetrator of harassment and discrimination may, in certain circumstances, be at risk for a violation of Rule 8.4(d) in addition to Rule 9.1.

Proposed Revised Comment [3] to Rule 8.4

[3] See Rule 9.1 for guidance on prohibited harassment and discrimination. Conduct that violates Rule 9.1 and seriously interferes with the administration of justice also violates paragraph (d) of this Rule. A lawyer violates paragraph (d) by offensive, abusive, or harassing conduct that seriously interferes with the administration of justice. Such conduct may include words or actions that manifest bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status.

D. Proposed Amendments to D.C. Rule 9.1

Based on the forgoing, the Rules Review Committee voted unanimously to recommend the adoption of an amended Rule 9.1 to replace the existing Rule. The proposed text of Rule 9.1 follows:

RULE 9.1 (NONDISCRIMINATION AND ANTIHARASSMENT)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer, with respect to the practice of law, to engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, family responsibility, or socioeconomic status. This Rule does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or, in accordance with Rule 1.16, withdraw from a representation. This Rule does not preclude providing legitimate advice or engaging in legitimate advocacy consistent with these Rules.

Comment

[1] Discrimination and harassment by lawyers in violation of the Rule undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system. Such discrimination includes harmful verbal or physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others. Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or physical conduct. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. The substantive law of antidiscrimination and antiharassment may guide application of the Rule.
[2] Conduct with respect to the practice of law includes representing clients, interacting with witnesses, coworkers, court personnel, lawyers, and others while engaged in the practice of law; operating or managing a law firm or law practice; and participating in bar association or business activities (for example, social functions sponsored by the firm or employer as well as travel for the firm or employer) in connection with the practice of law. Lawyers may engage in conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion without violating this Rule by, for example, implementing initiatives aimed at recruiting, hiring, retaining and advancing diverse employees or sponsoring diverse law student organizations.

[3] A lawyer’s use of peremptory challenges is addressed by Rule 3.4(g). A lawyer does not violate Rule 9.1 by limiting the scope or subject matter of the lawyer’s practice or by limiting the lawyer’s practice to members of underserved populations in accordance with these Rules and other law. A lawyer may charge and collect reasonable fees and expenses for a representation. Rule 1.5(a). Lawyers also should be mindful of their professional obligations under Rule 6.1 to provide legal services to those who are unable to pay, and their obligation under Rule 6.2 not to avoid appointments from a tribunal except for good cause. See Rule 6.2(a), (b), and (c). A lawyer’s representation of a client does not constitute an endorsement by the lawyer of the client’s views or activities. See Rule 1.2(b).


[5] The investigation and adjudication of discrimination claims may involve particular expertise of the kind found within the D.C. Office of Human Rights and the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. These agencies have, in appropriate circumstances, the power to award remedies to the victims of discrimination, such as reinstatement or back pay, which extend beyond the remedies that are available through the disciplinary process. Remedies available through the disciplinary process include such sanctions as disbarment, suspension, censure, and admonition, but do not extend to monetary awards or other remedies that could alter the employment status to take into account the impact of prior acts of discrimination.

[6] If proceedings are pending before other organizations, such as the D.C. Office of Human Rights or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the processing of complaints by Disciplinary Counsel may be deferred or abated where there is substantial similarity between the complaint filed with Disciplinary Counsel and material allegations involved in other proceedings. See §19(d) of Rule XI of the Rules Governing the District of Columbia Bar.

[7] The prior version of Rule 9.1 included “physical handicap” among the disallowed bases for harassment and discrimination. That basis now is subsumed within the new category of “disability.”
EXHIBIT A
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Rule 1.1 (Competence): Proposed Revisions Showing Mark-up

[Unmarked text is the current D.C. Rule/Comment; proposed additions: bold and underscored; proposed deletions: strike-through, as in deleted]

D.C. Rule 1.1 (Competence)

(a) A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.

(b) A lawyer shall serve a client with skill and care commensurate with that generally afforded to clients by other lawyers in similar matters.

Comment

Legal Knowledge and Skill

[1] In determining whether a lawyer employs the requisite knowledge and skill in a particular matter, relevant factors include the relative complexity and specialized nature of the matter, the lawyer’s general experience, the lawyer’s training and experience in the field in question, the preparation and study the lawyer is able to give the matter, and whether it is feasible to refer the matter to, or associate or consult with, a lawyer of established competence in the field in question. In many instances, the required proficiency is that of a general practitioner. Expertise in a particular field of law may be required in some circumstances. One such circumstance would be where the lawyer, by representations made to the client, has led the client reasonably to expect a special level of expertise in the matter undertaken by the lawyer.

[2] A lawyer need not necessarily have special training or prior experience to handle legal problems of a type with which the lawyer is unfamiliar. A newly admitted lawyer can be as competent as a practitioner with long experience. Some important legal skills, such as the analysis of precedent, the evaluation of evidence, and legal drafting, are required in all legal problems. Perhaps the most fundamental legal skill consists of determining what kind of legal problems a situation may involve, a skill that necessarily transcends any particular specialized knowledge. A lawyer can provide adequate representation in a wholly novel field through necessary study. Competent representation can also be provided through the association of a lawyer of established competence in the field in question.

[3] In an emergency a lawyer may give advice or assistance in a matter in which the lawyer does not have the skill ordinarily required where referral to or consultation or association with another lawyer would be impractical. Even in an emergency, however, assistance should be limited to that reasonably necessary in the circumstances, for ill-considered action under emergency conditions can jeopardize the client’s interest.
[4] A lawyer may accept representation where the requisite level of competence can be achieved by reasonable preparation. This applies as well to a lawyer who is appointed as counsel for an unrepresented person. See also Rule 6.2.

**Thoroughness and Preparation**

[5] Competent handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into and analysis of the factual and legal elements of the problem, and use of methods, procedures, and technology, meeting the standards of competent practitioners. It also includes adequate preparation and continuing attention to the needs of the representation to assure that there is no neglect of such needs. The required attention and preparation are determined in part by what is at stake; major litigation and complex transactions ordinarily require more elaborate treatment than matters of lesser consequences.

**Retaining or Contracting with Other Lawyers**

[6] Except when directed by a client, before a lawyer retains or contracts with other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm to provide or assist in the provision of legal services to a particular client or on a particular matter, the lawyer should ordinarily inform the client or clients of the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and of the contemplated division of responsibility; and must reasonably believe that retaining the other lawyer’s services will contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client. See also Rules 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 5.5. This comment is not intended to address retaining or contracting with lawyers who are available to provide legal services generally to the firm’s clients. The reasonableness of the decision to retain or contract with other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm will depend upon the circumstances, including the education, experience and reputation of the nonfirm lawyers; the nature of the services assigned to the nonfirm lawyers; and the legal protections, professional conduct rules, and ethical environments of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly relating to confidential information.

[7] When the client directs that other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s firm assist in the provision of legal services to the client, the lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and about the contemplated division of responsibility among them. See Rules 1.2, 1.5. When making such an allocation in a matter pending before a tribunal, lawyers and parties may have additional obligations that are a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. If at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client or materially changes an existing agreement between the client and the lawyer or law firm, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.
Maintaining Competence

To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, and engage in such continuing study and education as may be necessary to maintain competence.
District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct

Rule 1.1 (Competence): Clean Version

D.C. Rule 1.1 (Competence)

(a) A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.
(b) A lawyer shall serve a client with skill and care commensurate with that generally afforded to clients by other lawyers in similar matters.

Comment

Legal Knowledge and Skill

[1] In determining whether a lawyer employs the requisite knowledge and skill in a particular matter, relevant factors include the relative complexity and specialized nature of the matter, the lawyer’s general experience, the lawyer’s training and experience in the field in question, the preparation and study the lawyer is able to give the matter, and whether it is feasible to refer the matter to, or associate or consult with, a lawyer of established competence in the field in question. In many instances, the required proficiency is that of a general practitioner. Expertise in a particular field of law may be required in some circumstances. One such circumstance would be where the lawyer, by representations made to the client, has led the client reasonably to expect a special level of expertise in the matter undertaken by the lawyer.

[2] A lawyer need not necessarily have special training or prior experience to handle legal problems of a type with which the lawyer is unfamiliar. A newly admitted lawyer can be as competent as a practitioner with long experience. Some important legal skills, such as the analysis of precedent, the evaluation of evidence, and legal drafting, are required in all legal problems. Perhaps the most fundamental legal skill consists of determining what kind of legal problems a situation may involve, a skill that necessarily transcends any particular specialized knowledge. A lawyer can provide adequate representation in a wholly novel field through necessary study. Competent representation can also be provided through the association of a lawyer of established competence in the field in question.

[3] In an emergency a lawyer may give advice or assistance in a matter in which the lawyer does not have the skill ordinarily required where referral to or consultation or association with another lawyer would be impractical. Even in an emergency, however, assistance should be limited to that reasonably necessary in the circumstances, for ill-considered action under emergency conditions can jeopardize the client’s interest.

[4] A lawyer may accept representation where the requisite level of competence can be achieved by reasonable preparation. This applies as well to a lawyer who is appointed as counsel for an unrepresented person. See also Rule 6.2.
Thoroughness and Preparation

[5] Competent handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into and analysis of the factual and legal elements of the problem, and use of methods, procedures, and technology meeting the standards of competent practitioners. It also includes adequate preparation and continuing attention to the needs of the representation to assure that there is no neglect of such needs. The required attention and preparation are determined in part by what is at stake; major litigation and complex transactions ordinarily require more elaborate treatment than matters of lessor consequences.

Retaining or Contracting with Other Lawyers

[6] Except when directed by a client, before a lawyer retains or contracts with other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm to provide or assist in the provision of legal services to a particular client or on a particular matter, the lawyer should ordinarily inform the client or clients of the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and of the contemplated division of responsibility; and must reasonably believe that retaining the other lawyer’s services will contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client. See also Rules 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 5.5. This comment is not intended to address retaining or contracting with lawyers who are available to provide legal services generally to the firm’s clients. The reasonableness of the decision to retain or contract with other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm will depend upon the circumstances, including the education, experience and reputation of the nonfirm lawyers; the nature of the services assigned to the nonfirm lawyers; and the legal protections, professional conduct rules, and ethical environments of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly relating to confidential information.

[7] When the client directs that other lawyers not associated with the lawyer’s firm assist in the provision of legal services to the client, the lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the identity of the lawyers who will participate in the representation and about the contemplated division of responsibility among them. See Rules 1.2, 1.5. When making such an allocation in a matter pending before a tribunal, lawyers and parties may have additional obligations that are a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. If at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client or materially changes an existing agreement between the client and the lawyer or law firm, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.

Maintaining Competence

[8] To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, and engage in such continuing study and education as may be necessary to maintain competence.
EXHIBIT B
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D.C. Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information)

(a) Except when permitted under paragraph (c), (d), or (e), a lawyer shall not knowingly:
   (1) reveal a confidence or secret of the lawyer’s client;
   (2) use a confidence or secret of the lawyer’s client to the disadvantage of the client;
   (3) use a confidence or secret of the lawyer’s client for the advantage of the lawyer or of a third person.

(b) “Confidence” refers to information protected by the attorney-client privilege under applicable law, and “secret” refers to other information gained in the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate, or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing, or would be likely to be detrimental, to the client.

(c) A lawyer may reveal client confidences and secrets, to the extent reasonably necessary:
   (1) to prevent a criminal act that the lawyer reasonably believes is likely to result in death or substantial bodily harm absent disclosure of the client’s secrets or confidences by the lawyer; or
   (2) to prevent the bribery or intimidation of witnesses, jurors, court officials, or other persons who are involved in proceedings before a tribunal if the lawyer reasonably believes that such acts are likely to result absent disclosure of the client’s confidences or secrets by the lawyer.

(d) When a client has used or is using a lawyer’s services to further a crime or fraud, the lawyer may reveal client confidences and secrets, to the extent reasonably necessary:
   (1) to prevent the client from committing the crime or fraud if it is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial interests or property of another; or
   (2) to prevent, mitigate or rectify substantial injury to the financial interests or property of another that is reasonably certain to result or has resulted from the client’s commission of the crime or fraud.

(e) A lawyer may use or reveal client confidences or secrets:
   (1) with the informed consent of the client;
   (2) (A) when permitted by these Rules or required by law or court order; and
      (B) if a government lawyer, when permitted or authorized by law;
   (3) to the extent reasonably necessary to establish a defense to a criminal charge, disciplinary charge, or civil claim, formally instituted against the lawyer, based upon conduct in which the client was involved, or to the extent reasonably necessary to respond to specific allegations by the client concerning the lawyer’s representation of the client;
(4) when the lawyer has reasonable grounds for believing that a client has impliedly authorized disclosure of a confidence or secret in order to carry out the representation;
(5) to the minimum extent necessary in an action instituted by the lawyer to establish or collect the lawyer’s fee; or
(6) to the extent reasonably necessary to secure legal advice about the lawyer’s compliance with law, including these Rules.

(f) A lawyer shall exercise reasonable care to prevent:

(1) A lawyer shall exercise reasonable care to prevent the lawyer’s employees, associates, and others whose services are utilized by the lawyer from disclosing or using confidences or secrets of a client, except that such persons may reveal information permitted to be disclosed by paragraphs (c), (d), or (e); and
(2) the unauthorized access to confidences or secrets of a client.

(g) The lawyer’s obligation to preserve the client’s confidences and secrets continues after termination of the lawyer’s employment.

(h) The obligation of a lawyer under paragraph (a) also applies to confidences and secrets learned prior to becoming a lawyer in the course of providing assistance to another lawyer.

(i) For purposes of this rule, a lawyer who serves as a member of the D.C. Bar Lawyer Counseling Committee, or as a trained intervener for that committee, shall be deemed to have a lawyer-client relationship with respect to any lawyer-counselee being counseled under programs conducted by or on behalf of the committee. Information obtained from another lawyer being counseled under the auspices of the committee, or in the course of and associated with such counseling, shall be treated as a confidence or secret within the terms of paragraph (b). Such information may be disclosed only to the extent permitted by this rule.

(j) For purposes of this rule, a lawyer who serves as a member of the D.C. Bar Practice Management Service Committee, formerly known as the Lawyer Practice Assistance Committee1, or a staff assistant, mentor, monitor or other consultant for that committee, shall be deemed to have a lawyer-client relationship with respect to any lawyer-counselee being counseled under programs conducted by or on behalf of the committee. Communications between the counselor and the lawyer being counseled under the auspices of the committee, or made in the course of and associated with such counseling, shall be treated as a confidence or secret within the terms of paragraph (b). Such information may be disclosed only to the extent permitted by this rule. However, during the period in which the lawyer-counselee is subject to a probationary or monitoring order of the Court of Appeals or the Board on Professional Responsibility in a disciplinary case instituted pursuant to Rule XI of the Rules of the Court of Appeals Governing the Bar, such information shall be subject to disclosure in accordance with the order.

(k) The client of the government lawyer is the agency that employs the lawyer unless expressly provided to the contrary by appropriate law, regulation, or order.

1 On May 10, 2005, the D.C. Bar Board of Governors approved a name change for the Lawyer Practice Assistance Committee. Effective July 1, 2005, the Committee will be known as the Practice Management Service Committee.
Comment

[1] The lawyer is part of a judicial system charged with upholding the law. One of the lawyer’s functions is to advise clients so that they avoid any violation of the law in the proper exercise of their rights.

[2] The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate confidential information of the client not only facilitates the full development of facts essential to proper representation of the client but also encourages people to seek early legal assistance.

[3] Almost without exception, clients come to lawyers in order to determine what their rights are and what is, in the maze of laws and regulations, deemed to be legal and correct. The common law recognizes that the client’s confidences must be protected from disclosure. Based upon experience, lawyers know that almost all clients follow the advice given, and the law is upheld.

[4] A fundamental principle in the client-lawyer relationship is that the lawyer holds inviolate the client’s secrets and confidences. The client is thereby encouraged to communicate fully and frankly with the lawyer even as to embarrassing or legally damaging subject matter.

[5] This rule prohibits a lawyer from revealing the confidences and secrets of a client except as provided in this rule or elsewhere in the Rules. Proper concern for professional duty should cause a lawyer to shun indiscreet conversations concerning clients. A lawyer’s use of a hypothetical to discuss issues relating to the representation is permissible so long as there is no reasonable likelihood that the listener will be able to ascertain the identity of the client or the situation involved.

Relationship Between Rule 1.6 and Attorney-Client Evidentiary Privilege and Work Product Doctrine

[6] The principle of confidentiality is given effect in two related bodies of law: the attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine in the law of evidence and the rule of confidentiality established in professional ethics. The attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine apply in judicial and other proceedings in which a lawyer may be called as a witness or otherwise required to produce evidence concerning a client. This rule is not intended to govern or affect judicial application of the attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine. The privilege and doctrine were developed to promote compliance with law and fairness in litigation. In reliance on the attorney-client privilege, clients are entitled to expect that communications within the scope of the privilege will be protected against compelled disclosure.

[7] The attorney-client privilege is that of the client and not of the lawyer. As a general matter, the client has a reasonable expectation that information relating to the client will not be voluntarily disclosed and that disclosure of such information may be judicially compelled only in accordance with recognized exceptions to the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine.

[8] The rule of client-lawyer confidentiality applies in situations other than those where evidence is sought from the lawyer through compulsion of law; furthermore, it applies not merely
to matters communicated in confidence by the client (i.e., confidences) but also to all information gained in the course of the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate, or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would be likely to be detrimental to the client (i.e., secrets). This ethical precept, unlike the evidentiary privilege, exists without regard to the nature or source of the information or the fact that others share the knowledge. It reflects not only the principles underlying the attorney-client privilege, but the lawyer’s duty of loyalty to the client.

The Commencement of the Client-Lawyer Relationship

[9] Principles of substantive law external to these Rules determine whether a client-lawyer relationship exists. Although most of the duties flowing from the client-lawyer relationship attach only after the client has requested the lawyer to render legal services and the lawyer has agreed to do so, the duty of confidentiality imposed by this rule attaches when the lawyer agrees to consider whether a client-lawyer relationship shall be established. Other duties of a lawyer to a prospective client are set forth in Rule 1.18.

Exploitation of Confidences and Secrets

[10] In addition to prohibiting the disclosure of a client’s confidences and secrets, subparagraph (a)(2) provides that a lawyer may not use the client’s confidences and secrets to the disadvantage of the client. For example, a lawyer who has learned that the client is investing in specific real estate may not seek to acquire nearby property where doing so would adversely affect the client’s plan for investment. Similarly, information acquired by the lawyer in the course of representing a client may not be used to the disadvantage of that client even after the termination of the lawyer’s representation of the client. However, the fact that a lawyer has once served a client does not preclude the lawyer from using generally known information about the former client when later representing another client. Under subparagraphs (a)(3) and (e)(1), a lawyer may use a client’s confidences and secrets for the lawyer’s own benefit or that of a third party only after the lawyer has obtained the client’s informed consent to the use in question.

Authorized Disclosure

[11] A lawyer is impliedly authorized to make disclosures about a client when appropriate in carrying out the representation, except to the extent that the client’s instructions or special circumstances limit that authority. In litigation, for example, a lawyer may disclose information by admitting a fact that cannot properly be disputed, or in negotiation by making a disclosure that facilitates a satisfactory conclusion.

[12] The obligation to protect confidences and secrets obviously does not preclude a lawyer from revealing information when the client gives informed consent, when necessary to perform the professional employment, when permitted by these Rules, or when required by law. For the definition of “informed consent,” see Rule 1.0(e). Unless the client otherwise directs, a lawyer may disclose the affairs of the client to partners or associates of the lawyer’s firm. It is a matter of common knowledge that the normal operation of a law office exposes confidential professional information to nonlawyer employees of the office, particularly secretaries and those having access to the files; and this obligates a lawyer to exercise care in selecting and training employees so that
the sanctity of all confidences and secrets of clients may be preserved. If the obligation extends to
two or more clients as to the same information, a lawyer should obtain the permission of all before
revealing the information. A lawyer must always be sensitive to the rights and wishes of the client
and act scrupulously in the making of decisions that may involve the disclosure of information
obtained in the course of the professional relationship.

[13] A lawyer’s confidentiality obligations do not preclude a lawyer from securing confidential
legal advice about the lawyer’s personal responsibilities to comply with these Rules. In most
situations disclosing information to secure such advice will be impliedly authorized for the lawyer
to carry out the representation. Even when disclosure is not impliedly authorized, paragraph (e)(6)
permits such disclosure because of the importance of a lawyer’s compliance with the Rules of
Professional Conduct and other law.

[14] Unless the client otherwise directs, it is not improper for a lawyer to give limited
information from client files to an outside agency necessary for statistical, bookkeeping,
accounting, data processing, banking, printing, or other legitimate purposes, provided the lawyer
exercises due care in the selection of the agency and warns the agency that the information must
be kept confidential.

[15] Although the public interest is usually best served by a strict rule requiring lawyers to
preserve the confidentiality of information relating to the representation of their clients, the
confidentiality rule is subject to limited exceptions.

[16] Rule 1.6(c) describes situations presenting a sufficiently serious threat such that a client’s
confidences and secrets may be revealed to the extent reasonably necessary to prevent the harm
described. Thus, a lawyer may reveal confidences and secrets to the extent necessary to prevent a
criminal act that the lawyer reasonably believes is likely to result in death or substantial bodily
harm absent disclosure and to prevent bribery or intimidation of witnesses, jurors, court officials,
or other persons involved in proceedings before a tribunal.

[17] Rule 1.6(d) describes situations in which the client’s usual expectation of confidentiality is
not warranted because the client has abused the lawyer-client relationship by using the lawyer’s
services to further a crime or fraud. In these circumstances, Rule 1.6(d)(1) provides a limited
exception to the rule of confidentiality, which permits the lawyer to reveal information to the extent
reasonably necessary to enable affected persons or appropriate authorities to prevent the client
from committing a crime or fraud, as defined in Rule 1.0(d), if such crime or fraud is reasonably
certain to result in substantial injury to the financial or property interests of another. The D.C.
Court of Appeals has held that the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege requires
that a lawyer’s services were actually used to further a crime or fraud that occurred, not merely
that the client sought to do so. See In re Public Defender Service, 831 A.2d 890 (D.C. 2003). The
Rule 1.6(d) exception to the ethical duty of confidentiality also requires that the lawyer’s services
actually were used to further a crime or fraud. A client can prevent disclosure by refraining from
the wrongful conduct or by not using the lawyer’s services to further a crime or fraud. Although
Rule 1.6(d)(1) does not require the lawyer to reveal the client’s misconduct, the lawyer may not
counsel or assist the client in conduct the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent. See Rule 1.2(e).
Rule 1.16 addresses the lawyer’s obligation or right to withdraw from the representation of the
client in such circumstances if withdrawal is necessary to prevent the client from misusing the lawyer’s services or if withdrawal would otherwise prevent, mitigate, or rectify substantial injury caused by the client who misused the lawyer’s services. Rules 3.3(a)(1), 3.3(d) and 4.1(b) address circumstances in which disclosure may be mandatory. Rules 3.4(a), 8.1, and 8.3 do not require disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6; disclosure that is permissive in the limited situations specified in Rule 1.6 is not mandatory under Rules 3.4(a), 8.1 or 8.3. Rule 1.6(d) applies to organizations as well as to individuals.

[18] Paragraph (d)(2) refers to situations in which the crime or fraud has already commenced and is on-going or completed such that complete prevention is not an option. Thus, the client no longer has the option of preventing disclosure by refraining from the wrongful conduct. In these circumstances, there may be situations in which the loss suffered by an affected person can be prevented, rectified, or mitigated. In such situations, the lawyer may disclose information relating to the representation to the extent necessary to enable the affected persons to prevent or mitigate reasonably certain losses or to attempt to recoup their losses. Paragraph (d)(2) does not apply to disclosure with regard to a crime or fraud committed prior to retaining the lawyer for representation concerning that offense.

[19] Rule 1.2, Comment [7] and Rule 4.1, Comment [3] acknowledge that, to avoid assisting in a client crime or fraud, a lawyer in some instances may be required to withdraw from representation, give notice of the fact of withdrawal, or disaffirm an opinion, document, affirmation or the like. In some instances when a lawyer’s services have been or are being used to further a client’s crime or fraud, a lawyer may conclude that more than withdrawal and disaffirmance is required to avoid assisting in the client’s crime or fraud and that disclosure of client information protected by this rule is warranted. If the lawyer has such a reasonable belief, the lawyer may make such disclosures to the extent reasonably necessary to permit corrective action, for example, prompt initiation of proceedings in order to seize or recover assets fraudulently obtained by the client. Once the lawyer has disclosed information reasonably necessary to prevent, rectify, or mitigate loss, the lawyer may not take additional actions that would harm the client. Thus, a lawyer is not warranted under Rule 1.6(d) in providing legal advice or assistance to a victim as the victim’s lawyer or voluntarily serving as a witness or otherwise cooperating in a proceeding brought by the victim or anyone else seeking compensation for the victim. The lawyer also may not use or disclose information for the purpose of voluntarily assisting a law-enforcement agency to apprehend and prosecute the client, unless the lawyer reasonably believes that such disclosure would be reasonably necessary to prevent, rectify, or mitigate the victim’s loss.

[20] This rule permits but does not require the disclosure of information relating to a client’s representation to accomplish the purposes specified. In exercising the discretion conferred by this rule by paragraphs (c) and (d), the lawyer may consider such factors as the nature of the lawyer’s relationship with the client and with those who might be injured by the client, the lawyer’s own involvement in the transaction, and factors that may extenuate the conduct in question. The lawyer’s exercise of discretion in determining whether to make disclosures that are reasonably likely to prevent the death or substantial bodily injury of another requires consideration of such factors as the client’s tendency to commit violent acts or, conversely, to make idle threats. When a lawyer is given discretion to disclose under this rule, the lawyer’s decision not to disclose as
permitted by the Rule does not violate Rule 1.6. Other Rules may impose disclosure obligations. See Rules 1.2(e), 2.3, 3.3, 3.4(a), 4.1(b), 8.1, and 8.3 regarding the reconciliation of the confidentiality protections of this rule with disclosure provisions of those Rules.

[21] Paragraphs (c) and (d) permit disclosure only to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes the disclosure is necessary to accomplish one of the purposes specified. The “reasonably believes” standard is applied because it is difficult for a lawyer to “know” when acts with such potentially serious consequences will actually be carried out, for the client may have a change of mind. Where practicable, the lawyer should first seek to persuade the client to take suitable action to obviate the need for disclosure. In any case, a disclosure adverse to the client’s interest should be no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to accomplish the purpose. If the disclosure will be made in connection with a judicial proceeding, the disclosure should be made in a manner that limits access to the information to the tribunal or other persons having a need to know it, and appropriate protective orders or other arrangements should be sought by the lawyer to the fullest extent practicable.

[22] Other law may require that a lawyer disclose information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6. Whether a law requires such disclosure is a question of law beyond the scope of these Rules. When such disclosure appears to be required by other law, the lawyer must discuss the matter with the client to the extent required by Rule 1.4. If, however, the other law requires disclosure, paragraph (e)(2)(A) permits the lawyer to make such disclosure as is necessary to comply with the law.

Dispute Concerning Lawyer’s Conduct

[23] Where a legal claim or disciplinary charge alleges complicity of the lawyer in a client’s conduct or other misconduct of the lawyer involving representation of the client, the lawyer may respond to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to establish a defense. The same is true with respect to a claim involving the conduct or representation of a former client. Charges, in defense of which a lawyer may disclose client confidences and secrets, can arise in a civil, criminal, or professional disciplinary proceeding, and can be based on a wrong allegedly committed by the lawyer against the client, or on a wrong alleged by a third person; for example, a person claiming to have been defrauded by the lawyer and client acting together.

[24] The lawyer may not disclose a client’s confidences or secrets to defend against informal allegations made by third parties; the Rule allows disclosure only if a third party has formally instituted a civil, criminal, or disciplinary action against the lawyer. Even if the third party has formally instituted such a proceeding, the lawyer should advise the client of the third party’s action and request that the client respond appropriately, if this is practicable and would not be prejudicial to the lawyer’s ability to establish a defense.

[25] If a lawyer’s client, or former client, has made specific allegations against the lawyer, the lawyer may disclose that client’s confidences and secrets in establishing a defense, without waiting for formal proceedings to be commenced. The requirement of subparagraph (e)(3) that there be “specific” charges of misconduct by the client precludes the lawyer from disclosing confidences or secrets in response to general criticism by a client; an example of such a general criticism would be an assertion by the client that the lawyer “did a poor job” of representing the client. But in this
situation, as well as in the defense of formally instituted third-party proceedings, disclosure should be no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes is necessary to vindicate innocence, the disclosure should be made in a manner that limits access to the information to the tribunal or other persons having a need to know it, and appropriate protective orders or other arrangements should be sought by the lawyer to the fullest extent practicable.

Fee Collection Actions

[26] Subparagraph (e)(5) permits a lawyer to reveal a client’s confidences or secrets if this is necessary in an action to collect fees from the client. This aspect of the rule expresses the principle that the beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship may not exploit it to the detriment of the fiduciary. Subparagraph (e)(5) should be construed narrowly; it does not authorize broad, indiscriminate disclosure of secrets or confidences. The lawyer should evaluate the necessity for disclosure of information at each stage of the action. For example, in drafting the complaint in a fee collection suit, it would be necessary to reveal the “secrets” that the lawyer was retained by the client, that fees are due, and that the client has failed to pay those fees. Further disclosure of the client’s secrets and confidences would be impermissible at the complaint stage. If possible, the lawyer should prevent even the disclosure of the client’s identity through the use of John Doe pleadings.

[27] If the client’s response to the lawyer’s complaint raised issues implicating confidences or secrets, the lawyer would be permitted to disclose confidential or secret information pertinent to the client’s claims or defenses. Even then, the rule would require that the lawyer’s response be narrowly tailored to meet the client’s specific allegations, with the minimum degree of disclosure sufficient to respond effectively. In addition, the lawyer should continue, throughout the action, to make every effort to avoid unnecessary disclosure of the client’s confidences and secrets and to limit the disclosure to those having the need to know it. To this end the lawyer should seek appropriate protective orders and make any other arrangements that would minimize the risk of disclosure of the confidential information in question, including the utilization of in camera proceedings.

Disclosures Otherwise Required or Authorized

[28] The attorney-client privilege is differently defined in various jurisdictions. If a lawyer is called as a witness to give testimony concerning a client, absent waiver by the client, subparagraph (e)(2) requires the lawyer to invoke the privilege when it is applicable. The lawyer may comply with the final orders of a court or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction requiring the lawyer to give information about the client. But a lawyer ordered by a court to disclose client confidences or secrets should not comply with the order until the lawyer has personally made every reasonable effort to appeal the order or has notified the client of the order and given the client the opportunity to challenge it.

Former Client

[29] The duty of confidentiality continues after the client-lawyer relationship has terminated.

Services Rendered in Assisting Another Lawyer Before Becoming a Member of the Bar
[30] There are circumstances in which a person who ultimately becomes a lawyer provides assistance to a lawyer while serving in a nonlawyer capacity. The typical situation is that of the law clerk or summer associate in a law firm or government agency. Paragraph (h) addresses the confidentiality obligations of such a person after becoming a member of the Bar; the same confidentiality obligations are imposed as would apply if the person had been a member of the Bar at the time confidences or secrets were received. This resolution of the confidentiality obligation is consistent with the reasoning employed in D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 84. For a related provision dealing with the imputation of disqualifications arising from prior participation as a summer associate or in a similar position, see Rule 1.10(b). For a provision addressing the imputation of disqualifications arising from prior participation as a law clerk, see Rule 1.11.

**Bar Sponsored Counseling Programs**

[31] Paragraph (i) adds a provision dealing specifically with the disclosure obligations of lawyers who are assisting in the counseling programs of the D.C. Bar’s Lawyer Counseling Committee. Members of that committee, and lawyer-intervenors who assist the committee in counseling, may obtain information from lawyer-counselees who have sought assistance from the counseling programs offered by the committee. It is in the interest of the public to encourage lawyers who have alcohol or other substance abuse problems to seek counseling as a first step toward rehabilitation. Some lawyers who seek such assistance may have violated provisions of the Rules of Professional Conduct, or other provisions of law, including criminal statutes such as those dealing with embezzlement. In order for those who are providing counseling services to evaluate properly the lawyer-counselee’s problems and enhance the prospects for rehabilitation, it is necessary for the counselors to receive completely candid information from the lawyer-counselee. Such candor is not likely if the counselor, for example, would be compelled by Rule 8.3 to report the lawyer-counselee’s conduct to Disciplinary Counsel, or if the lawyer-counselee feared that the counselor could be compelled by prosecutors or others to disclose information.

[32] It is similarly in the interest of the public to encourage lawyers to seek the assistance of the D.C. Bar’s Practice Management Service Committee to address management problems in their practices. In order for those who are providing counseling services through the Practice Management Service Committee to evaluate properly the lawyer-counselee’s problems and enhance the prospects for self-improvement by the counselee, paragraph (j) adds a provision addressing the confidentiality obligations of lawyers who are assisting in the counseling programs of the Practice Management Service Committee.

[33] These considerations make it appropriate to treat the lawyer-counselee relationship as a lawyer-client relationship, and to create an additional limited class of information treated as secrets or confidences subject to the protection of Rule 1.6. The scope of that information is set forth in paragraph (i) and (j). The lawyer-client relationship is deemed to exist only with respect to the obligation of confidentiality created under Rule 1.6, and not to obligations created elsewhere in these Rules, including the obligation of zealous representation under Rule 1.3 and the obligation to avoid conflicts of interest set forth in Rules 1.7 and 1.9. The obligation of confidentiality extends to non-lawyer assistants of lawyers serving the committee. See Rule 5.1
[34] Notwithstanding the obligation of confidentiality under paragraph (j), during the period in which a lawyer-counselee is subject to a probationary or monitoring order of the Court of Appeals or the Board on Professional Responsibility in a disciplinary case instituted pursuant to Rule XI of the Rules of the Court of Appeals Governing the Bar, communications between the counselor and the lawyer being counseled under the auspices of the Practice Management Service Committee shall be subject to disclosure in accordance with an Order of the Court or the Board, since the participation of the lawyer-counselee in the programs of the committee in such circumstances is not voluntary.

[35] Ethical rules established by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals with respect to the kinds of information protected from compelled disclosure may not be accepted by other forums or jurisdictions. Therefore, the protections afforded to lawyer-counselees by paragraphs (i) and (j) may not be available to preclude disclosure in all circumstances. Furthermore, lawyers who are members of the bar of other jurisdictions may not be entitled, under the ethics rules applicable to members of the bar in such other jurisdictions, to forgo reporting violations to disciplinary authorities pursuant to the other jurisdictions’ counterparts to Rule 8.3.

Government Lawyers

[36] Subparagraph (e)(2) was revised, and paragraph (k) was added, to address the unique circumstances raised by attorney-client relationships within the government.

[37] Subparagraph (e)(2)(A) applies to both private and government attorney-client relationships. Subparagraph (e)(2)(B) applies to government lawyers only. It is designed to permit disclosures that are not required by law or court order under Rule 1.6(e)(2)(A), but which the government authorizes its attorneys to make in connection with their professional services to the government. Such disclosures may be authorized or required by statute, executive order, or regulation, depending on the constitutional or statutory powers of the authorizing entity. If so authorized or required, subparagraph (e)(2)(B) governs.

[38] The term “agency” in paragraph (j) includes, inter alia, executive and independent departments and agencies, special commissions, committees of the legislature, agencies of the legislative branch such as the Government Accountability Office, and the courts to the extent that they employ lawyers (e.g., staff counsel) to counsel them. The employing agency has been designated the client under this rule to provide a commonly understood and easily determinable point for identifying the government client.

[39] Government lawyers may also be assigned to provide an individual with counsel or representation in circumstances that make clear that an obligation of confidentiality runs directly to that individual and that subparagraph (e)(2)(A), not (e)(2)(B), applies. It is, of course, acceptable in this circumstance for a government lawyer to make disclosures about the individual representation to supervisors or others within the employing governmental agency so long as such disclosures are made in the context of, and consistent with, the agency’s representation program. See, e.g., 28 C.F.R. § 50.15 and 50.16. The relevant circumstances, including the agreement to represent the individual, may also indicate whether the individual client to whom the government lawyer is assigned will be deemed to have granted or denied informed consent to disclosures to
the lawyer’s employing agency. Examples of such representation include representation by a public defender, a government lawyer representing a defendant sued for damages arising out of the performance of the defendant’s government employment, and a military lawyer representing a court-martial defendant.

**Acting Competently to Preserve Confidences**

When transmitting a communication that includes information relating to the representation of a client, transmitting or storing confidences or secrets of a client, the lawyer must take reasonable precautions to prevent the information from coming into the hands of unintended recipients. This duty does not require that the lawyer use special security measures if the method of communication or storage affords a reasonable expectation of privacy. Special circumstances, however, may warrant special precautions. Among the factors to be considered in determining reasonableness of the lawyer’s expectation of privacy include the sensitivity of the information; and the extent to which the privacy of the client information is protected by law or by a confidentiality agreement; the cost of the security measures; and, difficulty in implementing the safeguards. A client and a lawyer may agree that the lawyer will implement special security measures beyond those required by this rule. A client may give informed consent to forgo security measures that would otherwise be required by this rule. A client may require the lawyer to implement special security measures not required by this rule or may give informed consent to the use of a means of communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this rule. For a lawyer’s duties when sharing information with nonlawyers outside the lawyer’s own firm, see Rule 5.3, Comments [3]-[4].
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D.C. Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information)

(a) Except when permitted under paragraph (c), (d), or (e), a lawyer shall not knowingly:
   (1) reveal a confidence or secret of the lawyer’s client;
   (2) use a confidence or secret of the lawyer’s client to the disadvantage of the client;
   (3) use a confidence or secret of the lawyer’s client for the advantage of the lawyer or of a third person.

(b) “Confidence” refers to information protected by the attorney-client privilege under applicable law, and “secret” refers to other information gained in the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate, or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing, or would be likely to be detrimental, to the client.

(c) A lawyer may reveal client confidences and secrets, to the extent reasonably necessary:
   (1) to prevent a criminal act that the lawyer reasonably believes is likely to result in death or substantial bodily harm absent disclosure of the client’s secrets or confidences by the lawyer; or
   (2) to prevent the bribery or intimidation of witnesses, jurors, court officials, or other persons who are involved in proceedings before a tribunal if the lawyer reasonably believes that such acts are likely to result absent disclosure of the client’s confidences or secrets by the lawyer.

(d) When a client has used or is using a lawyer’s services to further a crime or fraud, the lawyer may reveal client confidences and secrets, to the extent reasonably necessary:
   (1) to prevent the client from committing the crime or fraud if it is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial interests or property of another; or
   (2) to prevent, mitigate or rectify substantial injury to the financial interests or property of another that is reasonably certain to result or has resulted from the client’s commission of the crime or fraud.

(e) A lawyer may use or reveal client confidences or secrets:
   (1) with the informed consent of the client;
   (2) (A) when permitted by these Rules or required by law or court order; and
      (B) if a government lawyer, when permitted or authorized by law;
   (3) to the extent reasonably necessary to establish a defense to a criminal charge, disciplinary charge, or civil claim, formally instituted against the lawyer, based upon conduct in which the client was involved, or to the extent reasonably necessary to respond to specific allegations by the client concerning the lawyer’s representation of the client;
   (4) when the lawyer has reasonable grounds for believing that a client has impliedly authorized disclosure of a confidence or secret in order to carry out the representation;
   (5) to the minimum extent necessary in an action instituted by the lawyer to establish or collect the lawyer’s fee; or
(6) to the extent reasonably necessary to secure legal advice about the lawyer’s compliance with law, including these Rules.

(f) A lawyer shall exercise reasonable care to prevent:
   (1) the lawyer’s employees, associates, and others whose services are utilized by the lawyer from disclosing or using confidences or secrets of a client, except that such persons may reveal information permitted to be disclosed by paragraphs (c), (d), or (e); and
   (2) the unauthorized access to confidences or secrets of a client.

(g) The lawyer’s obligation to preserve the client’s confidences and secrets continues after termination of the lawyer’s employment.

(h) The obligation of a lawyer under paragraph (a) also applies to confidences and secrets learned prior to becoming a lawyer in the course of providing assistance to another lawyer.

(i) For purposes of this rule, a lawyer who serves as a member of the D.C. Bar Lawyer Counseling Committee, or as a trained intervenor for that committee, shall be deemed to have a lawyer-client relationship with respect to any lawyer-counselee being counseled under programs conducted by or on behalf of the committee. Information obtained from another lawyer being counseled under the auspices of the committee, or in the course of and associated with such counseling, shall be treated as a confidence or secret within the terms of paragraph (b). Such information may be disclosed only to the extent permitted by this rule.

(j) For purposes of this rule, a lawyer who serves as a member of the D.C. Bar Practice Management Service Committee, formerly known as the Lawyer Practice Assistance Committee, or a staff assistant, mentor, monitor or other consultant for that committee, shall be deemed to have a lawyer-client relationship with respect to any lawyer-counselee being counseled under programs conducted by or on behalf of the committee. Communications between the counselor and the lawyer being counseled under the auspices of the committee, or made in the course of and associated with such counseling, shall be treated as a confidence or secret within the terms of paragraph (b). Such information may be disclosed only to the extent permitted by this rule. However, during the period in which the lawyer-counselee is subject to a probationary or monitoring order of the Court of Appeals or the Board on Professional Responsibility in a disciplinary case instituted pursuant to Rule XI of the Rules of the Court of Appeals Governing the Bar, such information shall be subject to disclosure in accordance with the order.

(k) The client of the government lawyer is the agency that employs the lawyer unless expressly provided to the contrary by appropriate law, regulation, or order.

---

1 On May 10, 2005, the D.C. Bar Board of Governors approved a name change for the Lawyer Practice Assistance Committee. Effective July 1, 2005, the Committee will be known as the Practice Management Service Committee.
Comment

[1] The lawyer is part of a judicial system charged with upholding the law. One of the lawyer’s functions is to advise clients so that they avoid any violation of the law in the proper exercise of their rights.

[2] The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate confidential information of the client not only facilitates the full development of facts essential to proper representation of the client but also encourages people to seek early legal assistance.

[3] Almost without exception, clients come to lawyers in order to determine what their rights are and what is, in the maze of laws and regulations, deemed to be legal and correct. The common law recognizes that the client’s confidences must be protected from disclosure. Based upon experience, lawyers know that almost all clients follow the advice given, and the law is upheld.

[4] A fundamental principle in the client-lawyer relationship is that the lawyer holds inviolate the client’s secrets and confidences. The client is thereby encouraged to communicate fully and frankly with the lawyer even as to embarrassing or legally damaging subject matter.

[5] This rule prohibits a lawyer from revealing the confidences and secrets of a client except as provided in this rule or elsewhere in the Rules. Proper concern for professional duty should cause a lawyer to shun indiscreet conversations concerning clients. A lawyer’s use of a hypothetical to discuss issues relating to the representation is permissible so long as there is no reasonable likelihood that the listener will be able to ascertain the identity of the client or the situation involved.

Relationship Between Rule 1.6 and Attorney-Client Evidentiary Privilege and Work Product Doctrine

[6] The principle of confidentiality is given effect in two related bodies of law: the attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine in the law of evidence and the rule of confidentiality established in professional ethics. The attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine apply in judicial and other proceedings in which a lawyer may be called as a witness or otherwise required to produce evidence concerning a client. This rule is not intended to govern or affect judicial application of the attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine. The privilege and doctrine were developed to promote compliance with law and fairness in litigation. In reliance on the attorney-client privilege, clients are entitled to expect that communications within the scope of the privilege will be protected against compelled disclosure.

[7] The attorney-client privilege is that of the client and not of the lawyer. As a general matter, the client has a reasonable expectation that information relating to the client will not be voluntarily disclosed and that disclosure of such information may be judicially compelled only in accordance with recognized exceptions to the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine.
The rule of client-lawyer confidentiality applies in situations other than those where evidence is sought from the lawyer through compulsion of law; furthermore, it applies not merely to matters communicated in confidence by the client (i.e., confidences) but also to all information gained in the course of the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate, or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would be likely to be detrimental to the client (i.e., secrets). This ethical precept, unlike the evidentiary privilege, exists without regard to the nature or source of the information or the fact that others share the knowledge. It reflects not only the principles underlying the attorney-client privilege, but the lawyer’s duty of loyalty to the client.

The Commencement of the Client-Lawyer Relationship

Principles of substantive law external to these Rules determine whether a client-lawyer relationship exists. Although most of the duties flowing from the client-lawyer relationship attach only after the client has requested the lawyer to render legal services and the lawyer has agreed to do so, the duty of confidentiality imposed by this rule attaches when the lawyer agrees to consider whether a client-lawyer relationship shall be established. Other duties of a lawyer to a prospective client are set forth in Rule 1.18.

Exploitation of Confidences and Secrets

In addition to prohibiting the disclosure of a client’s confidences and secrets, subparagraph (a)(2) provides that a lawyer may not use the client’s confidences and secrets to the disadvantage of the client. For example, a lawyer who has learned that the client is investing in specific real estate may not seek to acquire nearby property where doing so would adversely affect the client’s plan for investment. Similarly, information acquired by the lawyer in the course of representing a client may not be used to the disadvantage of that client even after the termination of the lawyer’s representation of the client. However, the fact that a lawyer has once served a client does not preclude the lawyer from using generally known information about the former client when later representing another client. Under subparagraphs (a)(3) and (e)(1), a lawyer may use a client’s confidences and secrets for the lawyer’s own benefit or that of a third party only after the lawyer has obtained the client’s informed consent to the use in question.

Authorized Disclosure

A lawyer is impliedly authorized to make disclosures about a client when appropriate in carrying out the representation, except to the extent that the client’s instructions or special circumstances limit that authority. In litigation, for example, a lawyer may disclose information by admitting a fact that cannot properly be disputed, or in negotiation by making a disclosure that facilitates a satisfactory conclusion.

Authorized Disclosure

The obligation to protect confidences and secrets obviously does not preclude a lawyer from revealing information when the client gives informed consent, when necessary to perform the professional employment, when permitted by these Rules, or when required by law. For the definition of “informed consent,” see Rule 1.0(e). Unless the client otherwise directs, a lawyer may disclose the affairs of the client to partners or associates of the lawyer’s firm. It is a matter of common knowledge that the normal operation of a law office exposes confidential professional
information to nonlawyer employees of the office, particularly secretaries and those having access to the files; and this obligates a lawyer to exercise care in selecting and training employees so that the sanctity of all confidences and secrets of clients may be preserved. If the obligation extends to two or more clients as to the same information, a lawyer should obtain the permission of all before revealing the information. A lawyer must always be sensitive to the rights and wishes of the client and act scrupulously in the making of decisions that may involve the disclosure of information obtained in the course of the professional relationship.

[13] A lawyer’s confidentiality obligations do not preclude a lawyer from securing confidential legal advice about the lawyer’s personal responsibilities to comply with these Rules. In most situations disclosing information to secure such advice will be impliedly authorized for the lawyer to carry out the representation. Even when disclosure is not impliedly authorized, paragraph (e)(6) permits such disclosure because of the importance of a lawyer’s compliance with the Rules of Professional Conduct and other law.

[14] Unless the client otherwise directs, it is not improper for a lawyer to give limited information from client files to an outside agency necessary for statistical, bookkeeping, accounting, data processing, banking, printing, or other legitimate purposes, provided the lawyer exercises due care in the selection of the agency and warns the agency that the information must be kept confidential.

[15] Although the public interest is usually best served by a strict rule requiring lawyers to preserve the confidentiality of information relating to the representation of their clients, the confidentiality rule is subject to limited exceptions.

[16] Rule 1.6(c) describes situations presenting a sufficiently serious threat such that a client’s confidences and secrets may be revealed to the extent reasonably necessary to prevent the harm described. Thus, a lawyer may reveal confidences and secrets to the extent necessary to prevent a criminal act that the lawyer reasonably believes is likely to result in death or substantial bodily harm absent disclosure and to prevent bribery or intimidation of witnesses, jurors, court officials, or other persons involved in proceedings before a tribunal.

[17] Rule 1.6(d) describes situations in which the client’s usual expectation of confidentiality is not warranted because the client has abused the lawyer-client relationship by using the lawyer’s services to further a crime or fraud. In these circumstances, Rule 1.6(d)(1) provides a limited exception to the rule of confidentiality, which permits the lawyer to reveal information to the extent reasonably necessary to enable affected persons or appropriate authorities to prevent the client from committing a crime or fraud, as defined in Rule 1.0(d), if such crime or fraud is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial or property interests of another. The D.C. Court of Appeals has held that the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege requires that a lawyer’s services were actually used to further a crime or fraud that occurred, not merely that the client sought to do so. See In re Public Defender Service, 831 A.2d 890 (D.C. 2003). The Rule 1.6(d) exception to the ethical duty of confidentiality also requires that the lawyer’s services actually were used to further a crime or fraud. A client can prevent disclosure by refraining from the wrongful conduct or by not using the lawyer’s services to further a crime or fraud. Although Rule 1.6(d)(1) does not require the lawyer to reveal the client’s misconduct, the lawyer may not
counsel or assist the client in conduct the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent. See Rule 1.2(e). Rule 1.16 addresses the lawyer’s obligation or right to withdraw from the representation of the client in such circumstances if withdrawal is necessary to prevent the client from misusing the lawyer’s services or if withdrawal would otherwise prevent, mitigate, or rectify substantial injury caused by the client who misused the lawyer’s services. Rules 3.3(a)(1), 3.3(d) and 4.1(b) address circumstances in which disclosure may be mandatory. Rules 3.4(a), 8.1, and 8.3 do not require disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6; disclosure that is permissive in the limited situations specified in Rule 1.6 is not mandatory under Rules 3.4(a), 8.1 or 8.3. Rule 1.6(d) applies to organizations as well as to individuals.

[18] Paragraph (d)(2) refers to situations in which the crime or fraud has already commenced and is on-going or completed such that complete prevention is not an option. Thus, the client no longer has the option of preventing disclosure by refraining from the wrongful conduct. In these circumstances, there may be situations in which the loss suffered by an affected person can be prevented, rectified, or mitigated. In such situations, the lawyer may disclose information relating to the representation to the extent necessary to enable the affected persons to prevent or mitigate reasonably certain losses or to attempt to recoup their losses. Paragraph (d)(2) does not apply to disclosure with regard to a crime or fraud committed prior to retaining the lawyer for representation concerning that offense.

[19] Rule 1.2, Comment [7] and Rule 4.1, Comment [3] acknowledge that, to avoid assisting in a client crime or fraud, a lawyer in some instances may be required to withdraw from representation, give notice of the fact of withdrawal, or disaffirm an opinion, document, affirmation or the like. In some instances when a lawyer’s services have been or are being used to further a client’s crime or fraud, a lawyer may conclude that more than withdrawal and disaffirmance is required to avoid assisting in the client’s crime or fraud and that disclosure of client information protected by this rule is warranted. If the lawyer has such a reasonable belief, the lawyer may make such disclosures to the extent reasonably necessary to permit corrective action, for example, prompt initiation of proceedings in order to seize or recover assets fraudulently obtained by the client. Once the lawyer has disclosed information reasonably necessary to prevent, rectify, or mitigate loss, the lawyer may not take additional actions that would harm the client. Thus, a lawyer is not warranted under Rule 1.6(d) in providing legal advice or assistance to a victim as the victim’s lawyer or voluntarily serving as a witness or otherwise cooperating in a proceeding brought by the victim or anyone else seeking compensation for the victim. The lawyer also may not use or disclose information for the purpose of voluntarily assisting a law-enforcement agency to apprehend and prosecute the client, unless the lawyer reasonably believes that such disclosure would be reasonably necessary to prevent, rectify, or mitigate the victim’s loss.

[20] This rule permits but does not require the disclosure of information relating to a client’s representation to accomplish the purposes specified. In exercising the discretion conferred by this rule by paragraphs (c) and (d), the lawyer may consider such factors as the nature of the lawyer’s relationship with the client and with those who might be injured by the client, the lawyer’s own involvement in the transaction, and factors that may extenuate the conduct in question. The lawyer’s exercise of discretion in determining whether to make disclosures that are reasonably likely to prevent the death or substantial bodily injury of another requires consideration of such
factors as the client’s tendency to commit violent acts or, conversely, to make idle threats. When a lawyer is given discretion to disclose under this rule, the lawyer’s decision not to disclose as permitted by the Rule does not violate Rule 1.6. Other Rules may impose disclosure obligations. See Rules 1.2(e), 2.3, 3.3, 3.4(a), 4.1(b), 8.1, and 8.3 regarding the reconciliation of the confidentiality protections of this rule with disclosure provisions of those Rules.

[21] Paragraphs (c) and (d) permit disclosure only to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes the disclosure is necessary to accomplish one of the purposes specified. The “reasonably believes” standard is applied because it is difficult for a lawyer to “know” when acts with such potentially serious consequences will actually be carried out, for the client may have a change of mind. Where practicable, the lawyer should first seek to persuade the client to take suitable action to obviate the need for disclosure. In any case, a disclosure adverse to the client’s interest should be no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to accomplish the purpose. If the disclosure will be made in connection with a judicial proceeding, the disclosure should be made in a manner that limits access to the information to the tribunal or other persons having a need to know it, and appropriate protective orders or other arrangements should be sought by the lawyer to the fullest extent practicable.

[22] Other law may require that a lawyer disclose information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6. Whether a law requires such disclosure is a question of law beyond the scope of these Rules. When such disclosure appears to be required by other law, the lawyer must discuss the matter with the client to the extent required by Rule 1.4. If, however, the other law requires disclosure, paragraph (e)(2)(A) permits the lawyer to make such disclosure as is necessary to comply with the law.

Dispute Concerning Lawyer’s Conduct

[23] Where a legal claim or disciplinary charge alleges complicity of the lawyer in a client’s conduct or other misconduct of the lawyer involving representation of the client, the lawyer may respond to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to establish a defense. The same is true with respect to a claim involving the conduct or representation of a former client. Charges, in defense of which a lawyer may disclose client confidences and secrets, can arise in a civil, criminal, or professional disciplinary proceeding, and can be based on a wrong allegedly committed by the lawyer against the client, or on a wrong alleged by a third person; for example, a person claiming to have been defrauded by the lawyer and client acting together.

[24] The lawyer may not disclose a client’s confidences or secrets to defend against informal allegations made by third parties; the Rule allows disclosure only if a third party has formally instituted a civil, criminal, or disciplinary action against the lawyer. Even if the third party has formally instituted such a proceeding, the lawyer should advise the client of the third party’s action and request that the client respond appropriately, if this is practicable and would not be prejudicial to the lawyer’s ability to establish a defense.

[25] If a lawyer’s client, or former client, has made specific allegations against the lawyer, the lawyer may disclose that client’s confidences and secrets in establishing a defense, without waiting for formal proceedings to be commenced. The requirement of subparagraph (e)(3) that there be “specific” charges of misconduct by the client precludes the lawyer from disclosing confidences
or secrets in response to general criticism by a client; an example of such a general criticism would be an assertion by the client that the lawyer “did a poor job” of representing the client. But in this situation, as well as in the defense of formally instituted third-party proceedings, disclosure should be no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes is necessary to vindicate innocence, the disclosure should be made in a manner that limits access to the information to the tribunal or other persons having a need to know it, and appropriate protective orders or other arrangements should be sought by the lawyer to the fullest extent practicable.

**Fee Collection Actions**

[26] Subparagraph (e)(5) permits a lawyer to reveal a client’s confidences or secrets if this is necessary in an action to collect fees from the client. This aspect of the rule expresses the principle that the beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship may not exploit it to the detriment of the fiduciary. Subparagraph (e)(5) should be construed narrowly; it does not authorize broad, indiscriminate disclosure of secrets or confidences. The lawyer should evaluate the necessity for disclosure of information at each stage of the action. For example, in drafting the complaint in a fee collection suit, it would be necessary to reveal the “secrets” that the lawyer was retained by the client, that fees are due, and that the client has failed to pay those fees. Further disclosure of the client’s secrets and confidences would be impermissible at the complaint stage. If possible, the lawyer should prevent even the disclosure of the client’s identity through the use of John Doe pleadings.

[27] If the client’s response to the lawyer’s complaint raised issues implicating confidences or secrets, the lawyer would be permitted to disclose confidential or secret information pertinent to the client’s claims or defenses. Even then, the rule would require that the lawyer’s response be narrowly tailored to meet the client’s specific allegations, with the minimum degree of disclosure sufficient to respond effectively. In addition, the lawyer should continue, throughout the action, to make every effort to avoid unnecessary disclosure of the client’s confidences and secrets and to limit the disclosure to those having the need to know it. To this end the lawyer should seek appropriate protective orders and make any other arrangements that would minimize the risk of disclosure of the confidential information in question, including the utilization of *in camera* proceedings.

**Disclosures Otherwise Required or Authorized**

[28] The attorney-client privilege is differently defined in various jurisdictions. If a lawyer is called as a witness to give testimony concerning a client, absent waiver by the client, subparagraph (e)(2) requires the lawyer to invoke the privilege when it is applicable. The lawyer may comply with the final orders of a court or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction requiring the lawyer to give information about the client. But a lawyer ordered by a court to disclose client confidences or secrets should not comply with the order until the lawyer has personally made every reasonable effort to appeal the order or has notified the client of the order and given the client the opportunity to challenge it.

**Former Client**

[29] The duty of confidentiality continues after the client-lawyer relationship has terminated.
Services Rendered in Assisting Another Lawyer Before Becoming a Member of the Bar

[30] There are circumstances in which a person who ultimately becomes a lawyer provides assistance to a lawyer while serving in a nonlawyer capacity. The typical situation is that of the law clerk or summer associate in a law firm or government agency. Paragraph (h) addresses the confidentiality obligations of such a person after becoming a member of the Bar; the same confidentiality obligations are imposed as would apply if the person had been a member of the Bar at the time confidences or secrets were received. This resolution of the confidentiality obligation is consistent with the reasoning employed in D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 84. For a related provision dealing with the imputation of disqualifications arising from prior participation as a summer associate or in a similar position, see Rule 1.10(b). For a provision addressing the imputation of disqualifications arising from prior participation as a law clerk, see Rule 1.11.

Bar Sponsored Counseling Programs

[31] Paragraph (i) adds a provision dealing specifically with the disclosure obligations of lawyers who are assisting in the counseling programs of the D.C. Bar’s Lawyer Counseling Committee. Members of that committee, and lawyer-intervenors who assist the committee in counseling, may obtain information from lawyer-counselees who have sought assistance from the counseling programs offered by the committee. It is in the interest of the public to encourage lawyers who have alcohol or other substance abuse problems to seek counseling as a first step toward rehabilitation. Some lawyers who seek such assistance may have violated provisions of the Rules of Professional Conduct, or other provisions of law, including criminal statutes such as those dealing with embezzlement. In order for those who are providing counseling services to evaluate properly the lawyer-counselee’s problems and enhance the prospects for rehabilitation, it is necessary for the counselors to receive completely candid information from the lawyer-counselee. Such candor is not likely if the counselor, for example, would be compelled by Rule 8.3 to report the lawyer-counselee’s conduct to Disciplinary Counsel, or if the lawyer-counselee feared that the counselor could be compelled by prosecutors or others to disclose information.

[32] It is similarly in the interest of the public to encourage lawyers to seek the assistance of the D.C. Bar’s Practice Management Service Committee to address management problems in their practices. In order for those who are providing counseling services through the Practice Management Service Committee to evaluate properly the lawyer-counselee’s problems and enhance the prospects for self-improvement by the counselee, paragraph (j) adds a provision addressing the confidentiality obligations of lawyers who are assisting in the counseling programs of the Practice Management Service Committee.

[33] These considerations make it appropriate to treat the lawyer-counselee relationship as a lawyer-client relationship, and to create an additional limited class of information treated as secrets or confidences subject to the protection of Rule 1.6. The scope of that information is set forth in paragraph (i) and (j). The lawyer-client relationship is deemed to exist only with respect to the obligation of confidentiality created under Rule 1.6, and not to obligations created elsewhere in these Rules, including the obligation of zealous representation under Rule 1.3 and the obligation to avoid conflicts of interest set forth in Rules 1.7 and 1.9. The obligation of confidentiality extends
to non-lawyer assistants of lawyers serving the committee. See Rule 5.1

[34] Notwithstanding the obligation of confidentiality under paragraph (j), during the period in which a lawyer-counselee is subject to a probationary or monitoring order of the Court of Appeals or the Board on Professional Responsibility in a disciplinary case instituted pursuant to Rule XI of the Rules of the Court of Appeals Governing the Bar, communications between the counselor and the lawyer being counseled under the auspices of the Practice Management Service Committee shall be subject to disclosure in accordance with an Order of the Court or the Board, since the participation of the lawyer-counselee in the programs of the committee in such circumstances is not voluntary.

[35] Ethical rules established by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals with respect to the kinds of information protected from compelled disclosure may not be accepted by other forums or jurisdictions. Therefore, the protections afforded to lawyer-counselees by paragraphs (i) and (j) may not be available to preclude disclosure in all circumstances. Furthermore, lawyers who are members of the bar of other jurisdictions may not be entitled, under the ethics rules applicable to members of the bar in such other jurisdictions, to forgo reporting violations to disciplinary authorities pursuant to the other jurisdictions’ counterparts to Rule 8.3.

**Government Lawyers**

[36] Subparagraph (e)(2) was revised, and paragraph (k) was added, to address the unique circumstances raised by attorney-client relationships within the government.

[37] Subparagraph (e)(2)(A) applies to both private and government attorney-client relationships. Subparagraph (e)(2)(B) applies to government lawyers only. It is designed to permit disclosures that are not required by law or court order under Rule 1.6(e)(2)(A), but which the government authorizes its attorneys to make in connection with their professional services to the government. Such disclosures may be authorized or required by statute, executive order, or regulation, depending on the constitutional or statutory powers of the authorizing entity. If so authorized or required, subparagraph (e)(2)(B) governs.

[38] The term “agency” in paragraph (j) includes, inter alia, executive and independent departments and agencies, special commissions, committees of the legislature, agencies of the legislative branch such as the Government Accountability Office, and the courts to the extent that they employ lawyers (e.g., staff counsel) to counsel them. The employing agency has been designated the client under this rule to provide a commonly understood and easily determinable point for identifying the government client.

[39] Government lawyers may also be assigned to provide an individual with counsel or representation in circumstances that make clear that an obligation of confidentiality runs directly to that individual and that subparagraph (e)(2)(A), not (e)(2)(B), applies. It is, of course, acceptable in this circumstance for a government lawyer to make disclosures about the individual representation to supervisors or others within the employing governmental agency so long as such disclosures are made in the context of, and consistent with, the agency’s representation program. See, e.g., 28 C.F.R. § 50.15 and 50.16. The relevant circumstances, including the agreement to
represent the individual, may also indicate whether the individual client to whom the government lawyer is assigned will be deemed to have granted or denied informed consent to disclosures to the lawyer’s employing agency. Examples of such representation include representation by a public defender, a government lawyer representing a defendant sued for damages arising out of the performance of the defendant’s government employment, and a military lawyer representing a court-martial defendant.

**Acting Competently to Preserve Confidences**

[40] When transmitting or storing confidences or secrets of a client, the lawyer must take reasonable precautions to prevent the information from coming into the hands of unintended recipients. This duty does not require that the lawyer use special security measures if the method of communication or storage affords a reasonable expectation of privacy. Special circumstances, however, may warrant special precautions. Among the factors to be considered in determining reasonableness of the lawyer’s conduct in transmitting or storing that information are: the sensitivity of the information; the extent to which the privacy of the client information is protected by law or by a confidentiality agreement; the cost of the security measures; and, difficulty in implementing the safeguards. A client and a lawyer may agree that the lawyer will implement special security measures beyond those required by this rule. A client may give informed consent to forgo security measures that would otherwise be required by this rule. For a lawyer’s duties when sharing information with nonlawyers outside the lawyer’s own firm, see Rule 5.3, Comments [3]-[4].
EXHIBIT C
District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct

Rule 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Persons): Proposed Revisions Showing Mark-up

[Unmarked text is the current D.C. Rule/Comment; proposed additions: bold and underscored; proposed deletions: strike-through, as in deleted]

D.C. Rule 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Persons)

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person, or knowingly use methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of such a person.

(b) A lawyer who receives a writing relating to the representation of a the lawyer’s client and knows, before examining the writing, that it has been inadvertently sent shall not examine the writing, but shall notify the sending party and abide by the instructions of the sending party regarding the return or destruction of the writing.

Comment

[1] Responsibility to a client requires a lawyer to subordinate the interests of others to those of the client, but that responsibility does not imply that a lawyer may disregard the rights of third persons. It is impractical to catalogue all such rights, but they include legal restrictions on methods of obtaining evidence from third persons and unwarranted intrusions into privileged relationships, such as the client-lawyer relationship.

[2] Paragraph (b) addresses, for example, the obligations of a lawyer who receives writings containing client secrets or confidences in material delivered by an adversary lawyer and who knows that the sending lawyer inadvertently included these writings. As the D.C. Legal Ethics Committee noted in Opinion 256, this problem is “an unfortunate (but not uncommon) consequence of an increasingly electronic world, as when a facsimile or electronic mail transmission is mistakenly made to an unintended recipient.” Consistent with Opinion 256, paragraph (b) requires the receiving lawyer to comply with the sending party’s instruction about disposition of the writing in these circumstances, and also prohibits the receiving lawyer from reading or using the material. ABA Model Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer only to notify the sender in order to permit the sender to take protective measures, but Paragraph (b) of D.C. Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer to do more.

[3] On the other hand, where writings containing client secrets or confidences are inadvertently delivered to an adversary lawyer, and the receiving lawyer in good faith reviews the materials before the lawyer knows that they were inadvertently sent, the receiving lawyer commits no ethical violation by retaining and using those materials. See D.C. Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 256 (addressing writings containing client secrets or confidences). See also D.C. Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 341 (applying paragraph (b) to the receipt of inadvertently disclosed metadata imbedded in electronic files). Whether the privileged status of a writing has
been waived is a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. Similarly, this rule does not address the legal duties of a lawyer who receives a writing that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know may have been wrongfully obtained by the sending person.

[4] Whether the privileged status of a writing has been waived is a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. Similarly, this rule does not address the legal duties of a lawyer who receives a writing that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know may have been wrongfully obtained by the sending person. But see D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 318 (analyzing a lawyer’s ethical obligations when receiving privileged documents that may have been taken without authorization from an opposing party) and Rules 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.15 and 8.4.
D.C. Rule 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Persons)

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person, or knowingly use methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of such a person.

(b) A lawyer who receives a writing relating to the representation of the lawyer’s client and knows, before examining the writing, that it has been inadvertently sent shall not examine the writing, but shall notify the sending party and abide by the instructions of the sending party regarding the return or destruction of the writing.

Comment

[1] Responsibility to a client requires a lawyer to subordinate the interests of others to those of the client, but that responsibility does not imply that a lawyer may disregard the rights of third persons. It is impractical to catalogue all such rights, but they include legal restrictions on methods of obtaining evidence from third persons and unwarranted intrusions into privileged relationships, such as the client-lawyer relationship.

[2] Paragraph (b) addresses, for example, the obligations of a lawyer who receives writings containing client secrets or confidences in material delivered by an adversary lawyer and who knows that the sending lawyer inadvertently included these writings. As the D.C. Legal Ethics Committee noted in Opinion 256, this problem is “an unfortunate (but not uncommon) consequence of an increasingly electronic world, as when a facsimile or electronic mail transmission is mistakenly made to an unintended recipient.” Consistent with Opinion 256, paragraph (b) requires the receiving lawyer to comply with the sending party’s instruction about disposition of the writing in these circumstances, and also prohibits the receiving lawyer from reading or using the material. ABA Model Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer only to notify the sender in order to permit the sender to take protective measures, but Paragraph (b) of D.C. Rule 4.4 requires the receiving lawyer to do more.

[3] Where writings containing client secrets or confidences are inadvertently delivered to an adversary lawyer, and the receiving lawyer in good faith reviews the materials before the lawyer knows that they were inadvertently sent, the receiving lawyer commits no ethical violation by retaining and using those materials. See D.C. Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 256 (addressing writings containing client secrets or confidences). See also D.C. Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 341 (applying paragraph (b) to the receipt of inadvertently disclosed metadata imbedded in electronic files).

[4] Whether the privileged status of a writing has been waived is a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. Similarly, this rule does not address the duties of a lawyer who receives a
writing that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know may have been wrongfully obtained by
the sending person. But see D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 318 (analyzing a lawyer’s
ethical obligations when receiving privileged documents that may have been taken without
authorization from an opposing party) and Rules 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.15 and 8.4.
EXHIBIT D
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Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants): Proposed Revisions Showing Mark-up
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D.C. Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants)

With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained by or associated with a lawyer:

(a) A partner or a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm or government agency shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm or agency has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person’s conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer;

(b) A lawyer having direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the person’s conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; and

(c) A lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a lawyer if:
   (1) The lawyer requests or, with knowledge of the specific conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; or
   (2) The lawyer has direct supervisory authority over the person, or is a partner or a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possess comparable managerial authority in the law firm or government agency in which the person is employed, and knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial action.

Comment

[1] Lawyers generally employ assistants in their practice, including secretaries, investigators, law student interns, and paraprofessionals. Such assistants, whether employees or independent contractors, act for the lawyer in rendition of the lawyer’s professional services. A lawyer should give such assistants appropriate instruction and supervision concerning the ethical aspects of their employment, particularly regarding the obligation not to disclose information relating to representation of the client, and should be responsible for their work product. The measures employed in supervising should take account of the fact that they do not have legal training and are not subject to professional discipline.

[2] Just as lawyers in private practice may direct the conduct of investigators who may be independent contractors, prosecutors and other government lawyers may effectively direct the
conduct of police or other governmental investigative personnel, even though they may not have, strictly speaking, formal authority to order actions by such personnel, who report to the chief of police or the head of another enforcement agency. Such prosecutors or other government lawyers have a responsibility with respect to police or investigative personnel, whose conduct they effectively direct, equivalent to that of private lawyers with respect to investigators whom they retain. See also Comments [4], [5], and [6] to Rule 5.1, in particular, the concept of what constitutes direct supervisory authority, and the significance of holding certain positions in a firm. Comments [4], [5], and [6] of Rule 5.1 apply as well to Rule 5.3.

Nonlawyers Not Associated With the Firm

[3] A lawyer may use nonlawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm to assist the lawyer in rendering legal services to the client. Examples include the retention of an investigative or paraprofessional service, hiring a document management company to create and maintain a database for complex litigation, sending client documents to a third party for printing and scanning, and using an internet-based service to store client information. Unless directed by the client to use specified nonlawyers not associated with the firm, in using such services a lawyer must make reasonable efforts and communicate appropriate directions to ensure that the services are provided in a manner that is compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations. The extent of this obligation will depend upon the circumstances, including the education, experience and reputation of the nonlawyer; the nature of the service involved; the terms of any arrangements concerning the protection of client information; and the legal and ethical environments of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly with regard to confidentiality. See also Rules 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 5.4, and 5.5.

[4] When the client directs the selection of a nonlawyer service provider not associated with the lawyer’s firm, the lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the scope of the lawyer’s representation and the division of responsibility among the lawyer, the client, and the service provider. When making such a division of responsibility in a matter pending before a tribunal, lawyers and parties may have additional obligations that are a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. If at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client or materially changes an existing agreement between the client and the lawyer or law firm, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.
D.C. Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants)

With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained by or associated with a lawyer:

(a) A partner or a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm or government agency shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm or agency has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person’s conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer;

(b) A lawyer having direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the person’s conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; and

(c) A lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a lawyer if:
   (1) The lawyer requests or, with knowledge of the specific conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; or
   (2) The lawyer has direct supervisory authority over the person, or is a partner or a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possess comparable managerial authority in the law firm or government agency in which the person is employed, and knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial action.

Comment

[1] Lawyers generally employ assistants in their practice, including secretaries, investigators, law student interns, and paraprofessionals. Such assistants, whether employees or independent contractors, act for the lawyer in rendition of the lawyer’s professional services. A lawyer should give such assistants appropriate instruction and supervision concerning the ethical aspects of their employment, particularly regarding the obligation not to disclose information relating to representation of the client, and should be responsible for their work product. The measures employed in supervising should take account of the fact that they do not have legal training and are not subject to professional discipline.

[2] Just as lawyers in private practice may direct the conduct of investigators who may be independent contractors, prosecutors and other government lawyers may effectively direct the conduct of police or other governmental investigative personnel, even though they may not have, strictly speaking, formal authority to order actions by such personnel, who report to the chief of police or the head of another enforcement agency. Such prosecutors or other government lawyers have a responsibility with respect to police or investigative personnel, whose conduct they effectively direct, equivalent to that of private lawyers with respect to investigators whom they retain. See also Comments [4], [5], and [6] to Rule 5.1, in particular, the concept of what constitutes
direct supervisory authority, and the significance of holding certain positions in a firm. Comments [4], [5], and [6] of Rule 5.1 apply as well to Rule 5.3.

**Nonlawyers Not Associated With the Firm**

[3] A lawyer may use nonlawyers not associated with the lawyer’s own firm to assist the lawyer in rendering legal services to the client. Examples include the retention of an investigative or paraprofessional service, hiring a document management company to create and maintain a database for complex litigation, sending client documents to a third party for printing and scanning, and using an internet-based service to store client information. Unless directed by the client to use specified nonlawyers not associated with the firm, in using such services a lawyer must make reasonable efforts and communicate appropriate directions to ensure that the services are provided in a manner that is compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations. The extent of this obligation will depend upon the circumstances, including the education, experience and reputation of the nonlawyer; the nature of the service involved; the terms of any arrangements concerning the protection of client information; and the legal and ethical environments of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly with regard to confidentiality. See also Rules 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 5.4, and 5.5.

[4] When the client directs the selection of a nonlawyer service provider not associated with the lawyer’s firm, the lawyer ordinarily should reach agreement with the client about the scope of the lawyer’s representation and the division of responsibility among the lawyer, the client, and the service provider. When making such a division of responsibility in a matter pending before a tribunal, lawyers and parties may have additional obligations that are a matter of law beyond the scope of these Rules. If at any time the lawyer reasonably believes that the client’s direction does not contribute to the competent and ethical representation of the client or materially changes an existing agreement between the client and the lawyer or law firm, the lawyer should inform the client and may withdraw from the representation pursuant to Rule 1.16.
District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct

Rule 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor): Proposed Revisions Showing Mark-up
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D.C. Rule 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor)

The prosecutor in a criminal case shall not:

(a) In exercising discretion to investigate or to prosecute, improperly favor or invidiously discriminate against any person;

(b) File in court or maintain a charge that the prosecutor knows is not supported by probable cause;

(c) Prosecute to trial a charge that the prosecutor knows is not supported by evidence sufficient to establish a prima facie showing of guilt;

(d) Intentionally avoid pursuit of evidence or information because it may damage the prosecution’s case or aid the defense;

(e) Intentionally fail to disclose to the defense, upon request and at a time when use by the defense is reasonably feasible, any evidence or information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense, or in connection with sentencing, intentionally fail to disclose to the defense upon request any unprivileged mitigating information known to the prosecutor and not reasonably available to the defense, except when the prosecutor is relieved of this responsibility by a protective order of the tribunal;

(f) Except for statements which are necessary to inform the public of the nature and extent of the prosecutor’s action and which serve a legitimate law enforcement purpose, make extrajudicial comments which serve to heighten condemnation of the accused; or

(g) In presenting a case to a grand jury, intentionally interfere with the independence of the grand jury, preempt a function of the grand jury, abuse the processes of the grand jury, or fail to bring to the attention of the grand jury material facts tending substantially to negate the existence of probable cause.

(h) When a prosecutor knows of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, the prosecutor shall

(3) promptly disclose that information to: (i) the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction was obtained; (ii) the court in which the conviction was obtained; and, unless the court authorizes a delay, (iii) the convicted person and (iv) if known, the person’s lawyer; and
(4) if the prosecution occurred in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction, undertake further investigation, or make reasonable efforts to cause an investigation, to determine whether the person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit.

(i) When a prosecutor is aware of information that the prosecutor knows constitutes clear and convincing evidence establishing that a person was convicted in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction of an offense that the person did not commit, the prosecutor shall seek to remedy the conviction.

(j) A prosecutor’s determination that the information is not of such nature as to trigger the obligations of either paragraph (h) or (i), though subsequently determined to have been erroneous, does not constitute a violation of this rule if that determination was reasonable, considered, and made in good faith. A prosecutor does not violate subparagraph (h) by failing to notify a person or persons or court whose identity or location remains unknown to the prosecutor after undertaking reasonable efforts.

Comment

[1] A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence. Precisely how far the prosecutor is required to go in this direction is a matter of debate and varies in different jurisdictions. Many jurisdictions have adopted the ABA Standards of Criminal Justice Relating to Prosecution Function, which in turn are the product of prolonged and careful deliberation by lawyers experienced in both criminal prosecution and defense. This rule is intended to be a distillation of some, but not all, of the professional obligations imposed on prosecutors by applicable law. The rule, however, is not intended either to restrict or to expand the obligations of prosecutors derived from the United States Constitution, federal or District of Columbia statutes, and court rules of procedure. The constitutional protections in the criminal context serve a fundamentally different purpose than disciplinary proceedings in the ethical context. While this rule may overlap with what constitutional due process requires, it is a rule to govern professional conduct; its requirements are not co-extensive with due process or with statutory obligations or court procedural rules. Paragraph (e) requires disclosure of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense. However, because the failure to disclose must be intentional, the rule only requires disclosure of such information when its existence is known to the prosecutor. Although another government actor’s knowledge will not be imputed to the prosecutor, a prosecutor’s knowledge may be inferred from circumstances under Rule 1.0(f). Moreover, paragraph (d) independently imposes obligations concerning the intentional avoidance of the pursuit of evidence or information. The disclosure duty under paragraph (e) exists regardless of whether that information might later be deemed immaterial to the outcome of the case and regardless of the prosecutor’s assessment of how the information might be explained away or discredited at trial or ultimately rejected by the fact-finder. For further guidance, see In re Kline, 113 A.3d 202 (D.C. 2015).
Apart from the special responsibilities of a prosecutor under this rule, prosecutors are subject to the same obligations imposed upon all lawyers by these Rules of Professional Conduct, including Rule 3.4 prohibiting the discriminatory use of peremptory strikes, and Rule 5.3, relating to responsibilities regarding nonlawyers who work for or in association with the lawyer’s office. Indeed, because of the power and visibility of a prosecutor, the prosecutor’s compliance with these Rules, and recognition of the need to refrain even from some actions technically allowed to other lawyers under the Rules, may, in certain instances, be of special importance. For example, Rule 3.6 prohibits extrajudicial statements that will have a substantial likelihood of destroying the impartiality of the judge or jury. In the context of a criminal prosecution, pretrial publicity can present the further problem of giving the public the incorrect impression that the accused is guilty before having been proven guilty through the due processes of the law. It is unavoidable, of course, that the publication of an indictment may itself have severe consequences for an accused. What is avoidable, however, is extrajudicial comment by a prosecutor that serves unnecessarily to heighten public condemnation of the accused without a legitimate law enforcement purpose before the criminal process has taken its course. When that occurs, even if the ultimate trial is not prejudiced, the accused may be subjected to unfair and unnecessary condemnation before the trial takes place. Accordingly, a prosecutor should use special care to avoid publicity, such as through televised press conferences, which would unnecessarily heighten condemnation of the accused.

Nothing in this Comment, however, is intended to suggest that a prosecutor may not inform the public of such matters as whether an official investigation has ended or is continuing, or who participated in it, and the prosecutor may respond to press inquiries to clarify such things as technicalities of the indictment, the status of the matter, or the legal procedures that will follow. Also, a prosecutor should be free to respond, insofar as necessary, to any extrajudicial allegations by the defense of unprofessional or unlawful conduct on the part of the prosecutor’s office.

Rectifying the conviction and preventing the incarceration of an innocent person are core values of the judicial system and matters of vital concern to the legal profession. When a prosecutor knows of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, paragraph (h) requires prompt disclosure to the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction occurred as well as the court in which the conviction was obtained. Prompt disclosure under paragraph (h)(1) does not preclude a reasonable period of time for consultation with the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction was obtained. A disclosure made to a convicted person pursuant to paragraph (h) does not violate Rule 4.2(a) of these Rules. As used in this Rule, the “chief prosecutor” includes the head of the organization or any managerial lawyer in the chief prosecutor’s office. The notification obligations in paragraph (h) assume that the prosecutor knows, or through reasonable efforts can ascertain, the identity and location (i.e., mailing address, email address, or telephone number) of the persons and court to be notified.

Not every piece of information raising a question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit need be disclosed. Rather, this rule limits the disclosure requirement to information that is sufficient to cause a reasonable lawyer to believe there is substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit. See Rule 1.0(j) for the definition of “reasonable.”
The phrase “substantial question” refers to the degree of concern the particular information triggers about whether the person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, and not the quantum of information of which the lawyer is aware. See Rule 1.0(m) for the definition of “substantial.” In order to comply with paragraph (h), a prosecutor need not disclose information that the prosecutor knows was previously disclosed, and a prosecutor need not undertake an investigation or take steps to initiate an investigation when the prosecutor knows another prosecutor is already doing so.

[6] A prosecutor who knows of information that could raise a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit may, but is not required to, disclose that information as directed in paragraph (h) without further inquiry into whether the information actually raises such a question. A prosecutor’s disclosure of information pursuant to this Rule is not an admission or concession that such information raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that he or she did not commit and should not be considered as such in any subsequent litigation.

[7] Under paragraph (i), remedial steps may include requesting that the court appoint counsel for an unrepresented defendant. In order to comply with paragraph (i), a prosecutor need not seek to remedy a conviction where the prosecutor knows another prosecutor is already doing so.
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D.C. Rule 3.8 (Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor)

The prosecutor in a criminal case shall not:

(a) In exercising discretion to investigate or to prosecute, improperly favor or invidiously discriminate against any person;

(b) File in court or maintain a charge that the prosecutor knows is not supported by probable cause;

(c) Prosecute to trial a charge that the prosecutor knows is not supported by evidence sufficient to establish a prima facie showing of guilt;

(d) Intentionally avoid pursuit of evidence or information because it may damage the prosecution’s case or aid the defense;

(e) Intentionally fail to disclose to the defense, upon request and at a time when use by the defense is reasonably feasible, any evidence or information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know tends to negate the guilt of the accused or to mitigate the offense, or in connection with sentencing, intentionally fail to disclose to the defense upon request any unprivileged mitigating information known to the prosecutor and not reasonably available to the defense, except when the prosecutor is relieved of this responsibility by a protective order of the tribunal;

(f) Except for statements which are necessary to inform the public of the nature and extent of the prosecutor’s action and which serve a legitimate law enforcement purpose, make extrajudicial comments which serve to heighten condemnation of the accused; or

(g) In presenting a case to a grand jury, intentionally interfere with the independence of the grand jury, preempt a function of the grand jury, abuse the processes of the grand jury, or fail to bring to the attention of the grand jury material facts tending substantially to negate the existence of probable cause.

(h) When a prosecutor knows of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, the prosecutor shall

(3) promptly disclose that information to: (i) the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction was obtained; (ii) the court in which the conviction was obtained; and, unless the court authorizes a delay, (iii) the convicted person and (iv) if known, the person’s lawyer; and

(4) if the prosecution occurred in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction, undertake further investigation, or make reasonable efforts to cause an investigation, to determine whether the person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit.
(i) When a prosecutor is aware of information that the prosecutor knows constitutes clear and convincing evidence establishing that a person was convicted in the prosecutor’s jurisdiction of an offense that the person did not commit, the prosecutor shall seek to remedy the conviction.

(j) A prosecutor’s determination that the information is not of such nature as to trigger the obligations of either paragraph (h) or (i), though subsequently determined to have been erroneous, does not constitute a violation of this rule if that determination was reasonable, considered, and made in good faith. A prosecutor does not violate subparagraph (h) by failing to notify a person or persons or court whose identity or location remains unknown to the prosecutor after undertaking reasonable efforts.

Comment

[1] A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence. Precisely how far the prosecutor is required to go in this direction is a matter of debate and varies in different jurisdictions. Many jurisdictions have adopted the ABA Standards of Criminal Justice Relating to Prosecution Function, which in turn are the product of prolonged and careful deliberation by lawyers experienced in both criminal prosecution and defense. This rule is intended to be a distillation of some, but not all, of the professional obligations imposed on prosecutors by applicable law. The rule, however, is not intended either to restrict or to expand the obligations of prosecutors derived from the United States Constitution, federal or District of Columbia statutes, and court rules of procedure.

[2] Apart from the special responsibilities of a prosecutor under this rule, prosecutors are subject to the same obligations imposed upon all lawyers by these Rules of Professional Conduct, including Rule 3.4 prohibiting the discriminatory use of peremptory strikes, and Rule 5.3, relating to responsibilities regarding nonlawyers who work for or in association with the lawyer’s office. Indeed, because of the power and visibility of a prosecutor, the prosecutor’s compliance with these Rules, and recognition of the need to refrain even from some actions technically allowed to other lawyers under the Rules, may, in certain instances, be of special importance. For example, Rule 3.6 prohibits extrajudicial statements that will have a substantial likelihood of destroying the impartiality of the judge or jury. In the context of a criminal prosecution, pretrial publicity can present the further problem of giving the public the incorrect impression that the accused is guilty before having been proven guilty through the due processes of the law. It is unavoidable, of course, that the publication of an indictment may itself have severe consequences for an accused. What is avoidable, however, is extrajudicial comment by a prosecutor that serves unnecessarily to heighten public condemnation of the accused without a legitimate law enforcement purpose before the criminal process has taken its course. When that occurs, even if the ultimate trial is not prejudiced, the accused may be subjected to unfair and unnecessary condemnation before the trial takes place. Accordingly, a prosecutor should use special care to avoid publicity, such as through televised press conferences, which would unnecessarily heighten condemnation of the accused.
[3] Nothing in this Comment, however, is intended to suggest that a prosecutor may not inform the public of such matters as whether an official investigation has ended or is continuing, or who participated in it, and the prosecutor may respond to press inquiries to clarify such things as technicalities of the indictment, the status of the matter, or the legal procedures that will follow. Also, a prosecutor should be free to respond, insofar as necessary, to any extrajudicial allegations by the defense of unprofessional or unlawful conduct on the part of the prosecutor’s office.

[4] Rectifying the conviction and preventing the incarceration of an innocent person are core values of the judicial system and matters of vital concern to the legal profession. When a prosecutor knows of information that the prosecutor knows or reasonably should know raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, paragraph (h) requires prompt disclosure to the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction occurred as well as the court in which the conviction was obtained. Prompt disclosure under paragraph (h)(1) does not preclude a reasonable period of time for consultation with the chief prosecutor of the jurisdiction where the conviction was obtained. A disclosure made to a convicted person pursuant to paragraph (h) does not violate Rule 4.2(a) of these Rules. As used in this Rule, the “chief prosecutor” includes the head of the organization or any managerial lawyer in the chief prosecutor’s office. The notification obligations in paragraph (h) assume that the prosecutor knows, or through reasonable efforts can ascertain, the identity and location (i.e., mailing address, email address, or telephone number) of the persons and court to be notified.

[5] Not every piece of information raising a question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit need be disclosed. Rather, this rule limits the disclosure requirement to information that is sufficient to cause a reasonable lawyer to believe there is substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit. See Rule 1.0(j) for the definition of “reasonable.” The phrase “substantial question” refers to the degree of concern the particular information triggers about whether the person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit, and not the quantum of information of which the lawyer is aware. See Rule 1.0(m) for the definition of “substantial.” In order to comply with paragraph (h), a prosecutor need not disclose information that the prosecutor knows was previously disclosed, and a prosecutor need not undertake an investigation or take steps to initiate an investigation when the prosecutor knows another prosecutor is already doing so.

[6] A prosecutor who knows of information that could raise a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that the person did not commit may, but is not required to, disclose that information as directed in paragraph (h) without further inquiry into whether the information actually raises such a question. A prosecutor’s disclosure of information pursuant to this Rule is not an admission or concession that such information raises a substantial question about whether a person was convicted of an offense that he or she did not commit and should not be considered as such in any subsequent litigation.

[7] Under paragraph (i), remedial steps may include requesting that the court appoint counsel for an unrepresented defendant. In order to comply with paragraph (i), a prosecutor need not seek to remedy a conviction where the prosecutor knows another prosecutor is already doing so.
EXHIBIT F
District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct

Rule 8.4 (Misconduct): Proposed Revisions Showing Mark-up

[Unmarked text is the current D.C. Rule/Comment; proposed additions: bold and underscored; proposed deletions: strike-through, as in deleted]

D.C. Rule 8.4 (Misconduct)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(a) Violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another;

(b) Commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer in other respects;

(c) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation;

(d) Engage in conduct that seriously interferes with the administration of justice;

(e) State or imply an ability to influence improperly a government agency or official;

(f) Knowingly assist a judge or judicial officer in conduct that is a violation of applicable rules of judicial conduct or other law; or

(g) Seek or threaten to seek criminal charges or disciplinary charges solely to obtain an advantage in a civil matter.

Comment

[1] Many kinds of illegal conduct reflect adversely on fitness to practice law, such as offenses involving fraud and the offense of willful failure to file an income tax return. However, some kinds of offenses carry no such implication. Traditionally, the distinction was drawn in terms of offenses involving “moral turpitude.” That concept can be construed to include offenses concerning some matters of personal morality, such as adultery and comparable offenses, that have no specific connection to fitness for the practice of law. Although a lawyer is personally answerable to the entire criminal law, a lawyer should be professionally answerable only for offenses that indicate lack of those characteristics relevant to law practice. Offenses involving violence, dishonesty, breach of trust, or serious interference with the administration of justice are
in that category. A pattern of repeated offenses, even ones of minor significance when considered separately, can indicate indifference to legal obligation.

[2] Paragraph (d)’s prohibition of conduct that “seriously interferes with the administration of justice” includes conduct proscribed by the previous Code of Professional Responsibility under DR 1-102(A)(5) as “prejudicial to the administration of justice.” The cases under paragraph (d) include acts by a lawyer such as: failure to cooperate with Disciplinary Counsel; failure to respond to Disciplinary Counsel’s inquiries or subpoenas; failure to abide by agreements made with Disciplinary Counsel; failure to appear in court for a scheduled hearing; failure to obey court orders; failure to turn over the assets of a conservatorship to the court or to the successor conservator; failure to keep the Bar advised of respondent’s changes of address, after being warned to do so; and tendering a check known to be worthless in settlement of a claim against the lawyer or against the lawyer’s client. Paragraph (d) is to be interpreted flexibly and includes any improper behavior of an analogous nature to these examples.

[3] A lawyer violates paragraph (d) by offensive, abusive, or harassing conduct. See Rule 9.1 for guidance on prohibited harassment and discrimination. Conduct that violates Rule 9.1 and seriously interferes with the administration of justice also violates paragraph (d) of this Rule. Such conduct may include words or actions that manifest bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status.
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D.C. Rule 8.4 (Misconduct)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(a) Violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another;

(b) Commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer in other respects;

(c) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation;

(d) Engage in conduct that seriously interferes with the administration of justice;

(e) State or imply an ability to influence improperly a government agency or official;

(f) Knowingly assist a judge or judicial officer in conduct that is a violation of applicable rules of judicial conduct or other law; or

(g) Seek or threaten to seek criminal charges or disciplinary charges solely to obtain an advantage in a civil matter.

Comment

[1] Many kinds of illegal conduct reflect adversely on fitness to practice law, such as offenses involving fraud and the offense of willful failure to file an income tax return. However, some kinds of offenses carry no such implication. Traditionally, the distinction was drawn in terms of offenses involving “moral turpitude.” That concept can be construed to include offenses concerning some matters of personal morality, such as adultery and comparable offenses, that have no specific connection to fitness for the practice of law. Although a lawyer is personally answerable to the entire criminal law, a lawyer should be professionally answerable only for offenses that indicate lack of those characteristics relevant to law practice. Offenses involving violence, dishonesty, breach of trust, or serious interference with the administration of justice are in that category. A pattern of repeated offenses, even ones of minor significance when considered separately, can indicate indifference to legal obligation.

[2] Paragraph (d)’s prohibition of conduct that “seriously interferes with the administration of justice” includes conduct proscribed by the previous Code of Professional Responsibility under DR 1-102(A)(5) as “prejudicial to the administration of justice.” The cases under paragraph (d) include acts by a lawyer such as: failure to cooperate with Disciplinary Counsel; failure to respond to Disciplinary Counsel’s inquiries or subpoenas; failure to abide by agreements made with Disciplinary Counsel; failure to appear in court for a scheduled hearing; failure to obey court orders; failure to turn over the assets of a conservatorship to the court or to the successor conservator; failure to keep the Bar advised of respondent’s changes of address, after being warned
to do so; and tendering a check known to be worthless in settlement of a claim against the lawyer or against the lawyer’s client. Paragraph (d) is to be interpreted flexibly and includes any improper behavior of an analogous nature to these examples.

[3] See Rule 9.1 for guidance on prohibited harassment and discrimination. Conduct that violates Rule 9.1 and seriously interferes with the administration of justice also violates paragraph (d) of this Rule.
EXHIBIT G
D.C. Rule 9.1 (Nondiscrimination and Antiharassment) Discrimination in Employment

A lawyer shall not discriminate against any individual in conditions of employment because it is professional misconduct for a lawyer, with respect to the practice of law, to engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of the individual’s race, sex, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, sex, disability, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, family responsibility, or socioeconomic status. This Rule does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or, in accordance with Rule 1.16, withdraw from a representation. This Rule does not preclude providing legitimate advice or engaging in legitimate advocacy consistent with these Rules.

Comment

[1] Discrimination and harassment by lawyers in violation of the Rule undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system. Such discrimination includes harmful verbal or physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others. Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or physical conduct. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. The substantive law of antidiscrimination and antiharassment may guide application of the Rule.

[2] Conduct with respect to the practice of law includes representing clients, interacting with witnesses, coworkers, court personnel, lawyers, and others while engaged in the practice of law; operating or managing a law firm or law practice; and participating in bar association or business activities (for example, social functions sponsored by the firm or employer as well as travel for the firm or employer) in connection with the practice of law. Lawyers may engage in conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion without violating this Rule by, for example, implementing initiatives aimed at recruiting, hiring, retaining and advancing diverse employees or sponsoring diverse law student organizations.

[3] A lawyer’s use of peremptory challenges is addressed by Rule 3.4(g). A lawyer does not violate Rule 9.1 by limiting the scope or subject matter of the lawyer’s practice or by limiting the lawyer’s practice to members of underserved populations in accordance with these Rules and other law. A lawyer may charge and collect reasonable fees and expenses for a representation. Rule 1.5(a). Lawyers also should be mindful of their professional obligations under Rule 6.1 to provide legal services to those who are unable to pay, and their obligation under Rule 6.2 not to avoid appointments from a tribunal except for good cause.
See Rule 6.2(a), (b), and (c). A lawyer’s representation of a client does not constitute an endorsement by the lawyer of the client’s views or activities. See Rule 1.2(b).

[4] This provision is modeled after the District of Columbia Human Rights Act, D.C. Code § 2-1402.11 (2001), though in some respects is more limited in scope. There are also provisions of and federal law that also contain certain prohibitions on discrimination in employment. The Rule is not intended to create ethical obligations that exceed those imposed on a lawyer by applicable law.

[25] The investigation and adjudication of discrimination claims may involve particular expertise of the kind found within the District of Columbia Office of Human Rights and the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Such experience may involve, among other things, methods of analysis of statistical data regarding discrimination claims. These agencies also have, in appropriate circumstances, the power to award remedies to the victims of discrimination, such as reinstatement or back pay, which extend beyond the remedies that are available through the disciplinary process. Remedies available through the disciplinary process include such sanctions as disbarment, suspension, censure, and admonition, but do not extend to monetary awards or other remedies that could alter the employment status to take into account the impact of prior acts of discrimination.

[36] If proceedings are pending before other organizations, such as the D.C. Office of Human Rights or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the processing of complaints by Disciplinary Counsel may be deferred or abated where there is substantial similarity between the complaint filed with Disciplinary Counsel and material allegations involved in such other proceedings. See §19(d) of Rule XI of the Rules Governing the District of Columbia Bar.

[7] The prior version of Rule 9.1 included “physical handicap” among the disallowed bases for harassment and discrimination. That basis now is subsumed within the new category of “disability.”
D.C. Rule 9.1 (Nondiscrimination and Antiharassment)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer, with respect to the practice of law, to engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, family responsibility, or socioeconomic status. This Rule does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or, in accordance with Rule 1.16, withdraw from a representation. This Rule does not preclude providing legitimate advice or engaging in legitimate advocacy consistent with these Rules.

Comment

[1] Discrimination and harassment by lawyers in violation of the Rule undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system. Such discrimination includes harmful verbal or physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others. Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or physical conduct. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. The substantive law of antidiscrimination and antiharassment may guide application of the Rule.

[2] Conduct with respect to the practice of law includes representing clients, interacting with witnesses, coworkers, court personnel, lawyers, and others while engaged in the practice of law; operating or managing a law firm or law practice; and participating in bar association or business activities (for example, social functions sponsored by the firm or employer as well as travel for the firm or employer) in connection with the practice of law. Lawyers may engage in conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion without violating this Rule by, for example, implementing initiatives aimed at recruiting, hiring, retaining and advancing diverse employees or sponsoring diverse law student organizations.

[3] A lawyer’s use of peremptory challenges is addressed by Rule 3.4(g). A lawyer does not violate Rule 9.1 by limiting the scope or subject matter of the lawyer’s practice or by limiting the lawyer’s practice to members of underserved populations in accordance with these Rules and other law. A lawyer may charge and collect reasonable fees and expenses for a representation. Rule 1.5(a). Lawyers also should be mindful of their professional obligations under Rule 6.1 to provide legal services to those who are unable to pay, and their obligation under Rule 6.2 not to avoid appointments from a tribunal except for good cause. See Rule 6.2(a), (b), and (c). A lawyer’s representation of a client does not constitute an endorsement by the lawyer of the client’s views or activities. See Rule 1.2(b).


[5] The investigation and adjudication of discrimination claims may involve particular expertise of the kind found within the D.C. Office of Human Rights and the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. These agencies have, in appropriate circumstances, the power to award remedies to the victims of discrimination, such as reinstatement or back pay, which extend beyond the remedies that are available through the disciplinary process. Remedies available through the disciplinary process include such sanctions as disbarment, suspension, censure, and admonition, but do not extend to monetary awards or other remedies that could alter the employment status to take into account the impact of prior acts of discrimination.

[6] If proceedings are pending before other organizations, such as the D.C. Office of Human Rights or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the processing of complaints by Disciplinary Counsel may be deferred or abated where there is substantial similarity between the complaint filed with Disciplinary Counsel and material allegations involved in other proceedings. See §19(d) of Rule XI of the Rules Governing the District of Columbia Bar.

[7] The prior version of Rule 9.1 included “physical handicap” among the disallowed bases for harassment and discrimination. That basis now is subsumed within the new category of “disability.”